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Importance: High

_______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Sirs,
 
On behalf of the Consortium of Archaeologists and the Blick Mead Project, I am submitting this
written representation on the specific issue of the significance of the Blick Mead site and the risk
that it might be damaged or even entirely sterilised by the proposed infrastructure of the
proposed tunnel scheme. This is one of the issues we identified in our relevant representation of
11.1.19 and in response to the Rule 6 letter inviting us to make representations at the
preliminary meeting of 2.4.19.
 
I have attached the following documents above:
 

1.    Chronology
2.    Bundle of relevant correspondence
3.    Statement of Prof Jacques re site meeting 6.12.18
4.    Statement of Siv Hveberg re site meeting of 21.12.18
5.    Submission by Prof Jacques re significance of Blick Mead
6.    Submission of Prof Brown re hydrological issues
7.    Replies to ExA’s written questions on the issue of monitoring of the water-table at Blick

Mead
 
Our submissions on this issue are in three parts:
 

1.    The issue of water-table monitoring at Blick Mead – please refer to the attached
Chronology of meetings and correspondence between Highways England and its agents,
Historic England and the Blick Mead Project. A bundle of correspondence is also attached
for ease of reference, along with two short statements from attendees at meetings
where there is no other record of what was discussed or agreed.  I set out below in this
email my submissions in relation to this issue. Unfortunately this submission covers
quite a lot of material and is already of necessity a summary of that material (chiefly the
correspondence in the attached bundle), such that I do not feel it would be appropriate
or even possible to create a separate even briefer summary, and I trust this is
acceptable to the Panel.

 
2.    The significance of Blick Mead as a site of national importance – please refer to the

submission by Prof David Jacques, Blick Mead Project Director, attached above. Prof
Jacques is willing to appear before the panel as an expert witness on this subject should
this be of assistance to the panel.

 
 

3.    The inadequacy of Highways England’s Tiered Assessment of October 2018 (appended to
the Environmental Statement) – please refer to the attached submission by Professor
Tony Brown, Blick Mead Project lead for environmental science, who is happy to appear
before the Panel as an expert in hydro-geology, should the panel require clarification of
any issues addressed herein, and should the panel deem it appropriate to convene an
Issue Specific Hearing on this issue.

 
The attached submissions relating to points 2 and 3 above speak for themselves. In relation to
point 1, I wish to draw the Panel’s attention to the following themes that emerge from the
attached chronology (references in square brackets in the text below are to page numbers in the
attached bundle of correspondence):
 
 
Complacency about potential destruction of environmental archaeology at Blick Mead


CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS CONCERNING PROPOSED MONITORING OF LOCAL WATER TABLE AT BLICK MEAD











20.1.17		Phil McMahon (Inspector of Ancient Monuments at Stonehenge for Historic England) replies to Prof David Jacques’ (Director of Blick Mead Project) concern about the impact of the proposed scheme on Blick Mead (BM). 

· PM expresses his view that the proposed tunnel was “unlikely” to have any impact on BM;

· The need to demonstrate the proposals would not impact on groundwater levels or hydrology was a requirement of the Environmental Assessment;

· This included the need to protect archaeological sites where preservation of water-logged organic & environmental data was central to the significance of that archaeology;

· A clear understanding of the significance of the BM site was required in accordance with the National Planning Policy – if assessed as a site of national importance, the developer would be steered towards preservation in situ.





16.11.17	Meeting of the A303 Scientific Committee (the SC):

· Discussed the location (of) and potential changes to BM

· Chair, Prof Sir Barry Cunliffe, proposed that Prof David Jacques (DJ) be invited to give a presentation to the committee to explain the importance of the excavations at BM.





29.1.18	Meeting at Amesbury Abbey Nursing Home between landowner (David Cornelius-Reid), DJ and 4-strong team from Highways England (HE) led by David Bullock (DB), scheme project manager, to discuss scheme impact on both Amesbury Abbey (AA) and on BM. [See DJ’s note of this meeting in his email of 20.2.18 to a legal advisor]:

· A flyover is to be built adjacent to BM on footprint of current A303 to filter traffic into the tunnel – this would be within a few meters of the earliest dwelling structure, the 10m long stone-laid platform, and the preserved auroch hoof-prints below the platform;

· DB stated the effect of the flyover on the BM water-table had been assessed, but later conceded that no actual investigations had yet taken place;

· HE map of the site distributed at this meeting was inaccurate, locating key BM trenches well away from the proposed flyover.



29.1.18	PM email to DJ:

· He is aware that HE have experienced frustrating delays getting access to parcels of land to commence water-table monitoring;

· He is keen to receive information about further discoveries at the site to understand its significance;

· “The addition of a new nationally-significant archaeological site which may rely on an anaerobic environment to maintain its significance only adds to the need for HE to demonstrate the sustainability of their proposals”;

· These and other impacts (such as on AA) “need to be properly assessed before a scheme application can be submitted”.



23.2.18		Meeting of the A303 Scientific Committee (the SC):

· DJ and Prof Tony Brown (TB), Blick Mead Project lead for environmental science, gave a presentation at the invitation of the SC on the nature of the archaeology being found at BM, and concern about the possible effects of a lowering of the local water table.

· The Chair acknowledged the value of the site and its potential;

· PM confirmed that the Planning Act and NPPF made it clear that allowing substantial harm to archaeology of the highest significance should be “wholly exceptional”;

· PM stated that Historic England had recently updated its guidance on the preservation of remains in watery environments, and that a detailed assessment using the tiered approach set out in the guidelines needs to be prepared;

· Andrew Clarke (AC) of HE advised that hydro-geological modelling of the chalk aquifer across the Stonehenge area had been undertaken using Environment Agency data over the last 18 months, and that the application for a DCO was on course to be submitted by late Summer 2018;

· DJ noted no detailed assessment had yet taken place at BM, and asked if such local monitoring would take place over the full seasonal cycle;

· TB warned that the lessons from Star Carr showed that it was essential to have a shallow groundwater model at a sub-10m scale to effectively model potential impacts on waterlogged environments, as the loss of 10-20cm of groundwater would have a major impact on shallow deposits; he advised that inserting a series of dip-wells to gather data was not an onerous or expensive task;

· When asked by the Chair (BC) whether the type of modelling advised by TB and set out in the Historic England guidelines would be insisted upon by Historic England, PM replied that “this must be the case”;

· Dr Colin Shell noted the assessment would need to be over 12 months to cover seasonal variations;

· The Chair (BC) concluded that preservation would be preferred to mitigation, and that TB’s offer to collaborate in the monitoring was particularly valuable; he hoped this would be acted upon as a matter of urgency, and stated the SC were concerned that the potential impact of the scheme on the archaeology would be mitigated “in the most effective way possible and to the highest of standards”.



28.2.18	PM email to DJ:

· commenting that the SC meeting was very useful, and that  “we’ll ensure that the groundwater assessment is thorough, robust and transparent”;

· He will ask the HE consultants to engage constructively with DJ and TB “so that the fullest picture of BM’s groundwater sensitivity can be acquired”. 



16.4.18	Meeting at offices of AECOM (hydrological contractors to HE), attended by AC, PM (Chair), DJ, TB and AECOM team, to discuss water-table monitoring at BM:

· Unfortunately no contemporary minutes were prepared (see entry below dated 22.1.19); later attempts to agree the minutes in February 2019 were aborted;

· A draft set of (partially agreed) minutes does exist, from which the following points can be extracted:

· TB advised that HE models for water sources and water-table fluctuations are too general, and that localised monitoring at BM was required; he drew a direct comparison with the failure to assess local water table conditions at Star Carr that led to severe damage to that site, when an infrastructure project was allowed to proceed in the vicinity;

· HE took the view that there would be negligible impact on BM, but DJ and TB disagreed on the basis there had as yet been no detailed shallow groundwater modelling at BM itself, and stated that monitoring should commence asap given there was considerable variation in the water table level across the year;

· There is now a dispute over the extent of monitoring that was agreed; TB and DJ believe a year-long programme was agreed, while HE state they only agreed to “some monitoring” to be based on the results of the tiered assessment, yet to be undertaken;

· PM indicated he regarded BM as a “nationally important site”;

· AECOM were tasked to prepare a tiered assessment following Historic England’s published guidance;

· AECOM were also instructed to explore opportunities to install piezometers in and around the BM site, and then to conduct on-going monitoring;

· PM suggested DJ and TB should be consulted on this further work (i.e. the installation of further water level monitors);

· [To the extent that there is continuing dispute about what was agreed at this critical meeting, if the panel agree to hold an Issue Specific Meeting on this topic, attendees at the meeting can be asked to confirm their recollections and understanding of what was discussed and agreed, either by written statement or by attending in person to answer questions]. 





18.4.18		DJ email to TB:

· This email does at least contain a contemporary reflection of what was discussed at the 16.4.18 meeting;

· In it, DJ indicates he is pleased that PM hinted heavily at the end of the meeting that he would not provide Historic England’s approval without the work TB had suggested being done at BM, and at the expense of HE.



26.4.18		DJ email to Jack Parris (JP), of WSP, Land Consultants to HE:

· JP had been seeking access to AA to view the spring in high groundwater conditions and to measure surface water levels, on instruction from HE;

· DJ tells JP that the recent meeting with HE and Historic England (16.4.18) ended positively with the recommendation that HE install further bore-holes and conduct shallow water-measuring at BM, to be measured over the course of one year; he asks JP if this it is this work for which he is seeking access;

· [NB - This is a further contemporary record of what DJ believed had been agreed at the 16.4.18 meeting.]



1.5.18		JP email reply to DJ:

· Having taken instructions from HE, JP confirmed that he wished to measure water levels in the pond, river and spring, and at a future date he would wish to install staff gauges, water level monitoring probes and stilling wells at these locations;

· He stated they would monitor “for a period of time” to observe seasonal change, but not necessarily over the course of one year; the period would be sufficient to observe how levels respond;

· Bore-holes had yet to be agreed, and may not be added until the Autumn.



2.5.18		DJ email to PM:

· DJ expresses immediate concern that the replies from JP do not reflect his understanding of the agreement he thought had been reached on 16.4.18, to the effect that the local water table at BM needed to be carefully monitored across all seasons and with appropriate equipment;

· DJ stresses that from JP’s replies it is unclear whether any local monitoring would be undertaken at BM itself;

· [It is clear from this email that DJ was keen that the local monitoring works should start asap].



4.5.18		PM email to DJ:

· PM confirms he advised HE to “do the assessment and include BM”;

· He indicated Historic England had formalised this advice in its public consultation response (dated 20.4.18 – see pages 6-8 therein);

· He will forward DJ’s email to Chris Moore (CM) of AECOM and ask him “to press on this matter”.



10.5.18		Meeting of the A303 Scientific Committee:

· The SC had received a note from Prof Nicky Milner (Project Director at Star Carr and member of the SC), noting the significance of the BM site and drawing comparisons between it and Star Carr;

· The SC were updated about the progress made in the meeting between HE, DJ, TB and Historic England (16.4.18), agreeing a way forward to include the tiered assessment in line with Historic Eng’s guidance. [NB – attendees at this SC meeting included AC, CM and PM, but not DJ or TB who are not members of the SC].

· The SC agreed that “future monitoring of groundwater should provide evidence to compare with assessments undertaken to date. The benefit of longer term monitoring is that it will allow proactive mitigation to be undertaken if de-watering occurs as the result of other impacts on the ground water.”



24.5.18		DJ email to PM:

· DJ seeks to clarify PM’s previous reply, asking if he means they (HE) will extend monitoring beyond the 12 months and into the construction phase.



25.5.18		PM email reply to DJ:

· PM concurs with DJ’s understanding but suggests he seeks confirmation direct from HE.



29.5.18		CM email reply to DJ:

· He confirms on behalf of HE that “the intention is to commence monitoring at the earliest opportunity, the monitoring will extend beyond 12 months and continue into the construction phase”;

· The landowner would need to agree to the placing of monitoring equipment and    to periodical visits to take readings;

· [NB – this email was copied to both PM and AC, as well as to other AECOM staff].



10.7.18	Letters from Duncan Wilson (Chief Executive of Historic England) to both Tom Watson MP and Alex Burghart MP:

· [These letters followed the House of Commons debate on the tunnel scheme, and the risk of harm to heritage assets inside the World Heritage Site boundaries];

· He seeks to allay any fears that the BM site conditions are comparable to Star Carr, or that there is a risk it may suffer the same fate;

· He states “It has not been demonstrated that the site is dependent upon waterlogged ground to preserve its significance.”

· They (Historic England) have nevertheless advised HE to install monitoring equipment, which has been agreed, although HE’s own assessment is that the scheme “will have no impact upon BM or its water environment”, given that the scheme “will only involve minor works in the vicinity of the site.”

· [The thrust of these letters makes clear that, despite being concerned that local water-monitoring at BM should be thorough and detailed, given the site’s significance, Historic England are supportive of the scheme overall, as they perceive a net benefit to the WHS from the removal of the section of the A303  from its central area].



3.8.18		Meeting of the A303 Scientific Committee:

· The SC was updated that the monitoring of the water table at BM it had requested was being progressed through the tiered assessment approach outlined in Historic England’s guidance. “Monitoring will commence once land access has been agreed with the landowner. This will be for a period of at least 12 months”;

· [NB – this meeting was attended by AC, CM and PM]



2.10.18		HE email to Tracey Merrett (solicitor to owners of AA):

· HE confirm that “A full environmental impact assessment has been undertaken for the scheme which will be reported in an Environmental Statement that will accompany the DCO application we intend to make shortly.  The assessment shows there will be no adverse impact on BM”;

· HE then draw a distinction between the impact assessment and the continued planned monitoring, which will be conducted to satisfy “Historic England’s interest and their wish to see further monitoring continue to secure a greater level of understanding in the site.”



2.10.18		DJ email to PM:

· DJ advises PM he has seen the HE reply of that date to Tracey Merrett;

· He refers to his understanding of the agreement reached on 16.4.18, to the effect that monitoring was needed at BM across a 12 month period, and that TB would be asked to advise on the process;

· Since the detailed assessment over 12 months had not been completed (limited monitoring having started in May 2018), DJ challenges the assertion that the environmental impact on BM had been fully assessed and that there would be no adverse impact on BM.



26.11.18	TB email to DJ:

· [The date of this email is unclear, but it appears to be in response to a request from DJ to TB to comment on the HE tiered assessment report that was appended to the Environmental Statement, the same report referred to by HE in their email of 2.10.18 to Tracey Merrett];

· TB’s main comment is that this is very preliminary, a Tier1/Tier2 report at best when a Tier 4 report is required, together with continuing monitoring at BM itself (which had not yet even commenced);

· [It is intended that TB will prepare a detailed submission to explain the inadequacy of the tiered assessment report, to be filed with this written representation by 2 May 2019].



30.10.18	DJ email to JP:

· He had been on site recently with TB and was dismayed to find that despite assurances no water table measurements had yet been taken at BM in the area of the archaeology;

· He states that both PM and CM had agreed such local monitoring was required at BM over 12 months to assess seasonal fluctuation; 



2.11.18		Jane Sladen (JS) of AECOM email to DJ:

· She advises their hydrologists would be on site that week to monitor groundwater levels at AA, approximately 50m from the BM spring;

· She attaches a map showing the location of stakes at BM and AA where piezometers will be installed at different levels during November; 10 such locations are described by means of grid references.



7.11.18		JP email to DCR of AA:

· He seeks access to AA to install some augur dug shallow boreholes, suggesting DJ was aware of the work, which was aimed at getting a better understanding of the hydrological setting near the Spring.



8.11.18		DCR email to JP:

· He  agrees but stipulates that it is vital that DJ is consulted about the installation of any new monitoring equipment in the BM site.



26.11.18	TB email to DJ:

· [This email it appears to be in response to a request from DJ to TB to comment on the HE tiered assessment report that was appended to the Environmental Statement, the same report referred to by HE in their email of 2.10.18 to Tracey Merrett];

· TB’s main comment is that this is very preliminary, a Tier1/Tier2 report at best when a Tier 4 report is required, together with continuing monitoring at BM itself (which had not yet even commenced);

· [Please refer to TB’s  detailed submission explaining the inadequacy of the tiered assessment report, being filed with this written representation by 2 May 2019].







27.11.18	DJ email to JP and JS (at 10.39am):

· He says he has just learned that the AECOM team are installing water measuring equipment in the BM area in locations he (DJ) had supposedly agreed – which was not true;

· He expresses alarm that monitoring equipment had been installed on the terrace facing the BM spring where the late Mesolithic occupation area was, and that there could be damage caused to the archaeology if holes were dug through it;

· He asks AECOM to stand down its team and arrange a site meeting with himself and TB to agree on locations for the monitoring equipment.



27.11.18	DJ further email to JS (at 12.01pm):

· He re-iterates that work should stop until either he or TB could attend to supervise (to ensure protection of sensitive areas of archaeology);

· He has now received a photo from the site (taken by an associate) showing a large borehole dug through the area very close to the stone platform area beneath which the auroch footprints were found last year.



27.11.18	DJ further email to JS (at 14.44pm):

· Having received details of the size and nature of the borehole installed in the area of the stone platform,  DJ advises JS that its dimensions are larger than those recommended by TB at the London meeting of 16.4.18; he complains he had no prior notice the installations would be this size

· He complains further that the installation has been cemented in, without prior consultation, in an exceptionally important area of the site, where TB and his team from University of Southampton had been taking environmental samples (the concern being contamination and/or destruction of such evidence by the introduction of a foreign material). 

· A meeting on site had been hastily planned for 6.12.18; DJ seeks confirmation he will be reimbursed for his travel and accommodation expenses, and for the unpaid leave he would have to take.



27.11.18	DJ email to JS (at 23.47):

· He asks what happened to the spoil from the borehole above the stone platform, and whether anyone had examined it, given this area is known to be full of prehistoric archaeology; he will ask the landowner to preserve whatever is left;

· [It does not appear that there was a reply to this request]



6.12.18		Site meeting at BM between DJ and JS:

· [Please see attached short statement by DJ setting out his account of what happened at this meeting].



14.12.18	DJ email to JS:

· He sends JS a copy of a geophysics survey showing the extent of the stone platform, previously shared with PM, CM and the SC. 

· He refers JS to PM’s email of 28.2.18, following DJ’s presentation to the SC, (when PM indicated he would ask HE’s agents to engage constructively with DJ and TB to acquire the fullest possible picture of the BM groundwater), expressing regret that process was not followed, albeit he does not seek to lay blame with the AECOM team on the ground.



18.12.18	Meeting of the A303 Scientific Committee:

· The Chair (BC) was aware of the press attention on the possible damage to the stone platform at BM and had asked DJ what had happened;

· DJ has sent him several email chains in confidence, leading BC to ask HE to explain why DJ had not been invited to supervise installations at the BM site (as had apparently been agreed);

· AC regretted an unfortunate sequence of events and mis-communication with DJ, but said he was to meet DJ on site on 21.12.18 to agree a way forward;

· CM presented slides showing the reported locations of the BM trenches and also the locations of the boreholes, suggesting no meters had been installed in or above the BM trenches (contrary to the reports); 

· CM also stated that the extracted spoil form the tube installation had not revealed any Mesolithic archaeology;

· A note from TB to BC explaining the importance of the hydrology issues at BM was to be appended to the minutes. 



21.12.18	Site meeting at BM – attendees AC and JS, DJ and Elisabeth Hveberg (lawyer):

· [There is no contemporary record of what was discussed, but the aim was to agree a way forward with regard to water table monitoring at BM, avoiding the communication problems that led to the installation of a water meter without approval of location from DJ or TB, which had gone in above the area of the auroch hoof-prints]. 

· [Subsequent emails (see below) seek to record what was agreed, but once again there is incomplete agreement about that].

· [Please also refer to the attached short statement of Elisabeth Hveberg as to what was discussed at this meeting]



21.12.18	Internal email from AC to (presumably) others in the Project Team – names redacted:

· [This email was disclosed pursuant to a FOI request]

· DJ will be sending him a proposal for 15 further piezometers to be installed at specific locations; when received HE will consider it and respond;

· AC apologised for the failure of communications (that had led to the alarms on 27.11.18);

· He describes the meeting as positive and as having reached an “agreed way forward”.



8.1.19		DJ email to AC and JS:

· DJ summarised what was agreed at the site meeting of 21.12.18, concerning future co-operation about the placement and monitoring of water meters at the site:

· (1) All parties would seek to co-operate;

· (2) Either DJ or TB to be on site when further water meters are installed;

· (3) HE or agents would attend monthly to take readings, and share the data with TB and DJ;

· (4) Minutes from meeting of 16.4.18 should be produced asap;

· (5) Additional costs incurred by the BM Project due to the previous installation without consent are to be reimbursed by HE;

· A further more detailed proposal concerning this co-operation would be formulated by the BM team; 



8.1.19		AC email reply to DJ:

· He confirms agreement to points 1-4 above, but not point 5;

· He agreed HE would consider any claim for costs, including past costs, on presentation;

· He awaits DJ’s proposal on future co-operation.



25.1.19		DJ email to AC and JS:

· Currently there are 5 HE water meters in AA grounds, only 2 of which are at the BM site;

· The proposal is that HE will install a further 10-13 water meters at the site, and share data with the BM team as per this agreement;

· A 15 point proposed agreement is set out, including provision for the BM team to decide on the placement of further water meters, and either DJ or TB should be present (expenses paid) when new meters are installed;

· The proposed agreement also provided for the further meters to be installed between 17.4.19 - 24.4.19; 



30.1.19		JS email to DJ:

· She raises some technical and practical queries regarding the proposed locations and installations of further water meters, quoting from the proposed agreement in DJ’s email of 25.1.19, and assumes the final precise locations for the further meters would be agreed on site.



5.2.19		DJ email to AC and JS, copied to PM and BC:

· DJ notes that he did not send the up-to-date information about trench locations to JS on 14.12.18; in particular trench 24c had been extended beyond the original plan, and the auroch hoof-prints were found below the extension of the trench; the corrected co-ordinates of the trench were provided;

· [The relevance is that the trench plans presented by CM to the SC on 18.12.18, showing the bore-hole was not inside trench 24c, were the original plans from 2016; in reality the bore-hole was much closer to where the hoof-prints were found, and where it was hoped that further similar features would be found on future excavations]



22.2.19		AC email circulating draft minutes from the meeting of 16.4.18:

· Some attendees at this meeting are reluctant to agree what was said, given the passage of time;

· PM responds (same date) agreeing the task is invidious but he does confirm for the record that in his view “the site is of national significance even if its character and extent are not yet understood.” 



25.2.19		DJ email to AC and PM:

· He shares the view it is now impossible to agree the draft minutes, and considers that the failure to prepare minutes timeously after the 16.4.18 meeting has contributed to confusion over a key issue – was it agreed the further monitoring should take place over a 12 month period or not?

· He refers to the chain of emails between himself, CM and PM on this issue indicating that it was in fact agreed the monitoring should take place over 12 months and beyond;

· He refers to his email of 25.1.19 regarding proposed further installations at BM, under supervision, from 17.4.19, exactly a year after the meeting in London took place, and states that this work should continue for 12 months.



26.2.19		AC email to DJ and PM:

· He denies that there was an agreement to monitor the BM water table for 12 months;

· He insists HE only agreed to conduct the tiered assessment and carry out monitoring of the hydrology at BM in accordance with that;

· The tiered assessment was the report required for the DCO application, and appended to the Environmental Statement;

· HE would now review the proposal for further installations and would respond in due course.



26.2.19		DJ email to AC:

· He queries the apparent discrepancies between the denial by AC in the foregoing email, and the previous indications that HE would conduct both the tiered assessment and 12 months’ worth of monitoring at BM;

· He asks if the tiered assessment should be at Tier 4 level, as required.



27.2.19		AC email to DJ:

· He clarifies that the tiered assessment was undertaken to Tier 2, and is complete, and had been filed with the DCO application;

· He maintains that HE only agreed to carry out the appropriate tiered assessment, not to conduct assessment of the local water table over a minimum of 12 months.



4.3.19		DJ email to AC and PM:

· He seeks to confirm that AC is saying HE will monitor the water table at BM but not assess the data; that would invite parallels with the Star Carr mistakes, where English Heritage simply monitored the falling water table until the Mesolithic organic remains were destroyed;

· He notes that the Tier 2 assessment relied upon general models before any water meters were placed at BM;

· He stresses that assessment of the local water table dynamics at BM was urgently required to protect the organic archaeology of Mesolithic date.



5.4.19		DJ email to JS:

· He advises JS he is on the way to BM to attend with Southampton University experts to plot the remaining placements for the water meters, and asks her to confirm when she would be installing them, week-commencing 17.4.19 having been suggested.

· [NB – it should be noted that the Preliminary Meeting of the Examination took place on 2.4.19, just 3 days before this email].



9.4.19		AC email to DJ , TB and JS:

· HE have now considered the request of 25.1.19 to install further meters at BM, and have decided the extra meters would add no extra value;

· HE will not therefore carry out these works, but it would continue to monitor existing boreholes, assuming access to site continued to be allowed;

· The further proposed works go beyond the scope of what was discussed by HE, Historic England and the BM Team;

· The monitors in place are sufficient for any on-going monitoring needs;

· He indicates he will be in touch regarding a statement of common ground.



9.4.19		DJ reply email to AC and JS:

· He expresses extreme disappointment that HE was now withdrawing from the in principle agreement reached on site on 21.12.18, when HE were seeking co-operation from the BM team going forward, and when he agreed to the placement of additional water meters at BM; 

· The agreement was summarised in DJ’s email of 8.1.19, most of which AC agreed to by email of the same date, including the part about the further water meters;

· At the meeting on 21.12.18, AC invited DJ to specify what the BM team felt was needed – all subsequent correspondence had been underpinned by this common understanding that the further meters would be installed – until now, within days of the Preliminary Meeting, HE have resiled from the previous understanding. 



16.4.19		AC email to DJ:

· He acknowledges DJ’s disappointment but states he had not previously agreed to the installation of water meters;

· He suggests that in his email of 8.1.19, when he stated he could not agree to fund costs without first understanding the basis for them and agreeing them, this included the proposal for additional water meters, i.e. not just the additional costs being incurred by DJ and/or TB personally in attending to supervise these installations.





18.4.19		DJ further email to AC:

· He reminds AC of their agreement of 21.12.18 regarding further water meter installations at BM, and refers him to their exchange of emails on 8.1.19 which on their face confirm this agreement.





24.4.19		AC email reply to DJ:

· He reconfirms HE has decided against installing further water meters on the grounds that “added value could not be gained” and that he cannot justify “the use of public funds for carrying out the work”.

· He seeks to clarify that when he stated in his email of 8.1.19 he did not agree DJ’s point 5 about covering expenses, he intended this to refer to the further cost of installing further water meters.





(last updated 1.5.19)

















































































































































































































































































































































































Prof David Jacques statement re meeting of 6.12.18

		From

		Bush, Mark

		To

		Bush, Mark

		Recipients

		mbush@dacbeachcroft.com









Re my report of the 6th of December 2018 meeting:





I met with Jane Sladen and two of her colleagues at Blick Mead on 6th of December to assess the damage done by the installation of a water meter by her team without permission in the area of the site where the excavation team had discovered aurochs hoof prints that date earlier than the mid 7th millennium BC. We first examined the area where the water meter was. I could see it was adjacent to the excavation area which had revealed a mid 7th century BC people laid platform surface which had perfectly preserved aurochs hoof prints under it. I first asked JS and her team where the recording of the spoil which had been taken out in order to install the meter was. I was shown some I phone pictures which showed top soil and then Chalk deposits which come from below the spring. I was therefore immediately aware that there were missing sections of stratigraphy. These  should have shown  hill wash and in situ units of archaeology from the platform area between the top soil and the chalk and they were missing. No satisfactory answer was given for this omission in the record. I asked whether the archaeologist who I was told was there to supervise the installation of the meter was aware that there was nationally important archaeology in this area. No clear answer was given and I was left with the impression that he did not know. JS and her colleagues were contrite and apologetic about what happened re the poor communication and lack of due care being taken . It was accepted that the meter would not have been installed if Tony Brown or myself had been there, as had been agreed in the meeting we had on April 16th with Highways and Historic England officials. JS accepted there had been a communication breakdown. We agreed to meet on the site later in December to discuss better ways forward to organize the installation of water meters at Blick Mead, which all accepted was required. We later  met with Andrew Clarke (who I was not told would be attending) on the 21st of December.



David Jacques

















I, Siv Elisabeth Hveberg, address Lottenvegen 2, 2319 Hamar, Norway, attended a meeting at Blick Mead in Amesbury in England on 21 December 2018 with professor David Jacques from the Blick Mead Project. Present representing Highways England was Mr. Andrew Clarke and Jane Sladen. 

The meeting took place only a short time after massive media coverage of the probable damage of the Mesolithic platform and the Aurochs hoof prints by Highways England as a result of placing water meters on the site. 

Professor David Jacques initially showed a photo of placements of existing and additional water meters on the site, and clearly expressed his opinion over what had taken place.  Mr. Andrew Clarke apologized unconditionally and requested cooperation from the Blick Mead Project. Such cooperation was accepted by professor David Jacques and the rest of the meeting was amongst other things dedicated to looking at the existing water meters, Highways England sharing information of how they functioned and the process of collecting data from them.  

It was clearly expressed from professor David Jacques that the placement of the additional water meters the Blick Mead Project thought were necessary to give the necessary hydrological results to be able to conclude on whether the site would be influenced by the proposed tunnel had to be placed by Highways England under supervision of himself or professor Tony Brown. It was my understanding that the placement of water meters had been agreed prior to the meeting since the water meters were discussed with seemingly the same understanding with between the parties; that there should be additional water meters placed at the instruction of the Blick Mead Project and at the cost of Highways England. There were no questions, concerns or objections raised by Mr. Clarke to anything said by professor David Jacques about water meters or anything else for that matter. 

In relation to future cooperation professor David Jacques raised concern over the cost incurred as a result of work related to Highways England already and the work to come as a result of the cooperation. Mr. Clarke nodded to express his agreement that Highways England should cover such costs. I then asked Mr. Clarke what the scope of a cooperation with Highways England would be and Mr. Clarke said “anything you want, basically.” It was agreed that professor David Jacques should specify his demands to such a cooperation in writing. 

Just for clarity I also mention that Mr. Clarke did not say that he didn´t have authority to commit on behalf of Highways England. Because of his position with the company it was understood by me that he had such authority. 

I would like to specify that my presence in the meeting was not as the legal representative of professor David Jacques or the Blick Mead Project, but as a part of the Blick Mead team. 



Hamar, 17 April 2019



Siv Elisabeth Hveberg

Advokat, member of the Norwegian Bar Association

Solicitor, member of The Law Society of Scotland

Mediator, certified by the Norwegian Bar Association 








The context and significance of the Blick Mead archaeological site, and its potential for further excavation and study – Prof David Jacques, Director of the Blick Mead Project (University of Buckingham).



The material remains recovered at Blick Mead have to be set against the extraordinary radiocarbon dates from organic remains in trenches 19, 22, 23, 24 and 24c, the fact that they were only encountered for the first time less than ten years ago and the limitations on the excavations at the site. 

So far twenty one dates have been obtained from these trenches, with the earliest dating to around 8000 cal. BC and the latest around 3600 cal. BC. This is the longest sequence of Mesolithic to early Neolithic dates in North Western Europe. Prior to Blick Mead there were no 7th-5th millennia BC dates recovered from the World Heritage Site. Of particular interest are the mid 7th millennium BC dates from a unique laid stone surface, which runs along the terrace edge for at least 10m. The preserved organics and artefacts here point to the possibility of learning more about the impact of people coming and going to the continent and the site via the land bridge at Doggerland. The very late 5th millennium BC dates, which date the earliest dwelling and occupation surface found in the Stonehenge environs, are also of national importance and interest. In the latter case there is the tantalising prospect of finding a locale at Blick Mead which was an interface between the first Neolithic peoples in the landscape and the last hunter gatherers in England around 4000 BC. Blick Mead is also crucial for linking Late Mesolithic use of the landscape with construction of the first monuments at the beginning of the Neolithic. The earliest Neolithic dates from Salisbury Plain come from animal bones at the base of the large pit better known as The Coneybury Anomaly (OxA-1402, 3950 – 3790 cal BC; Richards 1990) and the primary fill of the inner ditch at Robin Hood's Ball (OxA-15254, 3640 – 3370 cal. BC; Whittle et al. 2011, 194 – 202). The datable organic material has survived due to the wet environment that it sits in. Study of the faunal remains (aurochs, red deer, wild boar, roe deer, salmon, trout, pike, toad, pine marten and dog) indicate the material has not moved very far since primary deposition in a seemingly homogeneous water lain deposit. Likewise, the discovery of exceptionally well preserved aurochs hoof prints underneath the 7th millennium BC platform surface in Trench 24c underscores how important the water table level is at Blick Mead in order for these fragile and ancient remains to survive into the future. Further, we have only excavated a fraction of the known surveyed site, so well-preserved remains, some in situ, will be available for future study. In our view it is not enough to learn as much as we can now before it is destroyed. Improvements in science and technology going forward will yield ever more detailed and nuanced results as time goes on.

Whether the faunal and lithics material was 'discarded' or deliberately 'curated' and deposited with care into the water, is an important research question to address in the future. At the much bigger, but shorter-lived site at Star Carr in North Yorkshire, it has been argued that the dense concentrations of occupation material from the lake edge represent areas of in situ human activity (Milner et al 2018). 

A relatable question is how does the high density of archaeological material at Blick Mead and long-lived use of the site lasting over 4000 years translate to how often the site was visited and for how long at a time? At Star Carr close interval dating of macro and micro-charcoal in pollen profiles was used to determine how often the site was visited over the 200-300 years of its occupation (Mellars and Dark 1998), while at Howick successive lenses of debris in the sunken post-built structure indicate regular or continuous occupation (http://antiquity.ac.uk/ProjGall/Waddington/waddington.html). At present it is not known whether such evidence exists at Blick Mead. What is increasingly clear from the research so far is that Blick Mead was a pivotal point in the landscape during the Mesolithic period and probably later and that it was a place which hunting groups radiated out from and journeyed to from a distance. 

Bishop (in Jacques et al 2018) reports that the microlith types at Blick Mead are “extremely diverse” and suggestive of axis of influence stretching to the Midlands, East Anglia, the Weald and the far West. The sandstone, chert and sarsen artefacts found also indicate materials moving considerable distances. The large amount of uniformly burnt pieces of flint, burnt on an intensive scale rarely seen at Mesolithic sites, and large herbivore bones, hint at mass gatherings and feasting on an exceptional scale. 

The percentage of aurochs from the identified remains (57% Rogers at al. and Charlton ibid) is the highest found nationally and from the near continent for a Mesolithic site. The isotopic results from two of them point to them being local animals (Rogers et al. ibid) and their availability could have been a factor in site location.  Their movements are likely to have been tracked by people and dogs. An isotopic analysis of a domestic dog’s tooth found in the Mesolithic layers revealed that it likely travelled from outside of the area and was eating the same meat as people at the site were eating, particularly aurochs, and also red deer, wild pig and some fish (Rogers et al 2019). The dog has been interpreted as a prestigious hunting dog travelling a long way with people to a prestige hunt (Rogers et al 2016).  

The red algae, Hildenbrandia Rivularis, present in the water in the spring-fed pool at the end of the spring line, turns red oxidised flint into a bright magenta pink within days of it being removed from the water which is a natural dye. This change is rather magical even to 21st century eyes. The phenomenon has not been previously recorded at an archaeological site in the British Isles (John in Jacques et al 2018) and it may have been another reason why people travelled to Blick Mead from far and wide.

Until now, Mesolithic find-spots in the Stonehenge landscape have been described in isolation, but they can now start to be brought together as a result of the discoveries at Blick Mead to reveal potential patterns of use in the landscape. The areas north and south of the A303, as well as to the east of the site have yet to be assessed, but the evidence so far points to a deeper occupation of the area and one that evidentially endured throughout the Mesolithic period. Even where the evidence is not conclusive, e.g, from the pollen remains at Blick Mead, it still pinpoints intriguing possibilities that are suggestive of early woodland clearances (Brown et al forthcoming). 

Blick Mead is thus a nationally important heritage asset and one that has great potential to yield future discoveries which will be enhanced by new technologies and scientific methods (e.g, refined carbon date calibration, seDNA, ZooMs, lipid analysis, sonar). In the near future the Mesolithic may well emerge as a starting point for understanding the better known archaeology of the Stonehenge World Heritage Site.   
















Professional Assessment of the A303 Amesbury to Berwick Down TR010025 &.3 Environmental Statement Appendices. Appendix 11.4 Annex 3 Blick Mead Tiered Assessment. October 2018.



Prof A. G. Brown BSc, PhD, FGS, FSA 

This is a commentary on the assessment of the A303 Amesbury to Berwick Down Annex 3 (October 2018) by Highways England under the Planning Act 2008 (a copy of which is appended to this representation) using the Historic England Guidance (2016) as a framework for the evaluation of potential harm to the archaeological site known as Blick Mead. The hydrological assessment Tiers recommended by Historic England are given below (Box 1). The Highways England Assessment is clear that it achieves level (Tier) 1, 2 and maybe 3 but not Tier 4. This critique evaluates whether the observations made in order to fulfill Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 are both correct and adequate, and secondly whether this is sufficient data to fulfil the Planning requirement of an environmental assessment. Followed by an assessment of the additional measures required to safeguard a recognized archaeological site of international importance.

There is no dispute that the wetland sediment levels and the archaeological layers encountered in Trenches 1,3,4,5,7,10,13,14,19,22 and 23 constitute a wetland part of the Blick Mead sensu Historic England (2016). These sediments are located on the northern section of Avon floodplain which abuts the present A303 and edge of the footprint of proposed A303 works. Furthermore some of these trenches can also be correlated with the dry-elements of the site found in Trenches 9, 12 and 24 and which contain valuable archaeology such as the Aurochs hoof-prints. In the wetland areas archaeological and ecological artifacts were found between 67.85 m OD and 66m OD and even below 66m OD as debitage has been found in the basal sand and gravel. It follows that a watertable lowering below 67.85m OD and low levels of moisture in the unsaturated zone for any appreciable time will lessen the environmental potential of the site, which is otherwise very good as illustrated by the sometimes excellent bone preservation and preservation of some insects, pollen and plant macrofossils, and potentially sedaDNA.Box 1

Tier 1: Desk study and site walkover to derive ‘first conceptual model’

Tier 2: Basic qualitative assessment of water balance to identify groundwater levels, flow directions and identify key potential influences on the groundwater system

Tier 3: Conceptual model testing using site-specific measurements, simple analytical equations and long-term average water balances, to arrive at a ‘better conceptual model’

Tier 4: Development of a numerical groundwater model, calibrated and validated against monitoring data from the site and surrounding area. The model is then tested using detailed data, such as time variant levels, and more sophisticated analytical tools.



However, there is uncertainty and a lack of clarity in the appended document concerning the hydrology or the wetland part of the Blick Mead site. The Assessment states that it is a winter-flowing channel’ (p. 6) although it is later stated that no ‘ponding’ was observed during November 2017 and January 2018 visits (for a day only presumably). It is assumed that the observation that the lower part of the site is a winter-forming pond implies that it is accepted that during the winter after heavy rain or floods standing water forms at the site. It is clear from simple Lidar modelling (Appendix A) and height above the river banks (67.8m OD) of less than 1m (e.g. surface average in pond of 68.5m OD) that the site is a flood channel but it is also the site of a spring and was in the past a permanent spring-fed pool. In geomorphological terms it is also an old channel which had probably been abandoned by the early Holocene (early Mesolithic). So although the HE report states on p1. (and 2.3.1) that the site is a spring pond which was part of a palaeochannel at the apex of the floodplain bend,  its formation is largely fluvial rather than just due to a spring.  However, the occurrence of springs under the floodplain (including into channels) is characteristic of chalk valleys in the Salisbury Plain region. It follows that anything that reduces the discharge of this spring would reduce the saturation of the archaeological deposits. However, the exact location of the spring and its yield are not known and so no data has been presented for this element in the hydrological budget of the site. The report in effect assumes that this is the only source of water and so if regional hydrogeological modelling shows that the scheme will not reduce spring discharges from the chalk aquifer then the site will be unaffected.

This is conceptually flawed for several reasons. Firstly we know that the spring is not the only source of water input to the site. There are four others that need evaluation:

a) Flood-flow from the river

b) Meteoric water (rainfall and snow)

c) Surface water discharge (including return flow) onto the site from the adjacent slope

d) Lateral through-flow from the surrounding floodplain and upstream

These will be discussed individually

a) Flood-flow from the river

Lidar modelling (Appendix A), historical aerial photographs and observations show that the entire floodplain of the Avon can be flooded, including the lower part of the site, although this is relatively rare (Environment Agency Flood Warning Site for Amesbury to Salisbury). Because of its infrequency this is unlikely to be a major or even significant contributor to the site water balance. The modelling by the Highways Agency does not discuss the potential effect of the scheme on flood flows as it assumes that if baseflow (groundwater discharge) is unaltered then floods would also be unaffected and this is accepted as this is an appropriate scale for the modelling approach they have employed.

b) Meteoric water (rainfall and snow)

Analysis of similar wetland sites including Star Carr in Yorkshire and floodplain wetlands in Midland England (Bradley and Brown 1995) have shown that these sites are very sensitive to meteoric inputs especially after they have been partially drained (Brown et al. 2011). The reason is that they are characterized by relatively impervious layers of clay and especially in the Spring and Summer can maintain a perched water table or at least relatively high moisture levels in these seasons. Along with the capilliary fringe effect this perched watertable can act to preserve organic remains above the groundwater table for critical parts of the summer and this is particularly important in clay-rich sediments which occur at Blick Mead above the channel sands and gravels. However, although not included in the conceptual model there is no likelihood of the A303 scheme increasing meteoric water supply and so it is not material to the assessment.

c) Surface water discharge (including return flow) onto the site and slope throughflow

Given the slope into the lower part of the site formed by both the chalk and lynchet to the north it is likely that there is some lateral through flow into the site. Whilst being unlikely to significantly elevate the water table it would increase saturation in the unsaturated part of the sediment column adjacent to the slope. This is difficult to assess and is one of the reasons such sites require shallow groundwater monitoring and modelling. Rather curiously there is a reference to the possible augmentation of surface flow to the site from the A303 at present (2.5.5 p. 16) but the evidence upon which this is based is not given. IT is not clear from the Appendix how the scheme would alter this as this depends upon the storm water drain layout and capacities.

d) Lateral through-flow from the surrounding floodplain and upstream

Floodplain sites receive input from upstream – in this case from floodplain to the north of the A303. It is not known how much the construction of the existing A303 impeded this flow but again this is an uncertainty in the site hydrology which could have a small but significant effect. There are also no comments in the Assessment concerning the longitudinal floodplain connectivity so it is impossible to judge any potential effects of changes to the A303 even on the existing footprint. It is also possible that the additional weight of the new road construction could further reduce a any downstream shallow groundwater transfer but this is unknown without a report on the present subsurface conditions from geotechnical survey and calculation of any further compaction.

Comments on the Tier 1-3 Assessment

Just considering the Assessment at the levels of Tier 1 to Tier 3 there are significant weaknesses in the report. On page 3 (2.2.4) the peats are highlighted but in fact there are no true peats on the archaeological site, although there are peaty sediments off the site as shown in the boreholes undertaken by Reading University and these are presumably what are referred to. So the significance of this is not clear. As discussed above water has been observed in the ‘pond’ and it is clearly within the flood zone (both zones 3a and 3b in the SFRA River Flood Risk Site Map, Environment Agency). The map used for the superficial geology is not adequate as it is taken from the British Geological Mapping at a scale of 1:10,000 (probably mapped at 1:2,500 scale) and it is inaccurate in mapping the backwater part of the floodplain as ‘peat’. This would need to be mapped at a scale of below 1:1000 to be used in a quantitative model as would be required by Tier 4. The critical archaeological levels should be related to Figure 2.12 along with conversions from the Amesbury shallow borehole and the River Avon monitoring location (Environment Agency Site 43113 at 51°10'17.6"N 1°47'06.6" which is downstream of Blick Mead. In the conceptual model (2.6.1) the statements relating to the ‘low permeability of superficial deposits (peat, alluvial silts, and clays, and head deposits)” is over-generalised as there can be a large differences between the permeability of these sediments and no measurements of permeabilities have been made. On page 19 for more than Tier 1 level the statement that the archaeological sediments are ‘normally located below piezometric level in the Chalk” needs to be qualified with a probability based on the existing data. On page 20, 2nd paragraph as indicated above there is no evidence presented to support the statement that “draining of the Mesolithic deposits layer will not occur immediately following a drop in groundwater level owing to their lower permeability”. The evidence to support this statement can only be obtained by measurements of hydraulic permeability (or conductivity) and shallow groundwater modelling as recommended originally to the Highways Agency and undertaken at sites of comparable archaeological sensitivity and importance such as Star Carr.

Blick Mead Hydrological Sensitivity

From the height of the organic remains at Blick Mead (<66.13 to 67.85) it can be seen that the organic resource at Blick Mead lie at a very sensitive zone – above the River Avon typical winter-levels (c. 67.5m) and below the head provided chalk as shown in the Amesbury shallow borehole (68m and occasionally below). So the Highways Agency are correct in pointing out the critical importance of the regional aquifer in maintaining saturation through the spring discharge, however, this is probably not enough to ensure saturation during the summer and therefore other factors as outlined above are important. This is why it was recommended that the Highways Agency undertake the installation of a grid of shallow observation tubes followed by a shallow groundwater modelling using MODFLOW or some similar modelling system, into which can be included all the factors mentioned in this report and also boundary conditions which could alter depending upon the detailed plans of the works including associated changes to the road drainage configuration. They chose not to do this and so not to assess the site at Tier 4. This seems remarkable given that in the case of Star Carr, which is of similar archaeological importance to Blick Mead, a Tier 4 Assessment was conducted by Historic England (then English Heritage) even after the damage had been done by under-drainage. The whole idea of the tiered assessment approach is to prevent, or to design mitigation plans in the face of,  potentially damaging hydrological changes. For a site of the international importance such as Blick Mead this should include assessment at Tier 4.
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Appendix  A



 DTM (1m) of Blick Mead with Environment Agency’s extent of flooding from rivers superimposed. 
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FW: Written Questions from the Examining Authority

		From

		Bush, Mark

		To

		Bush, Mark
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		mbush@dacbeachcroft.com



 





 





Question FG1.26





Blick Mead – hydrology 





i. Please provide an update on the hydrological monitoring at Blick Mead and what additional investigation and monitoring has been undertaken to date. 





 





Two water meters were installed in the area of the Blick Mead spring by Highways England’s agents in early November 2018, but without prior permission or advice as to precise location. Subsequently it was agreed at a site meeting on 21.12.18 that Highways would install an additional 10-13 water meters at Blick Mead, to give effect to Prof Brown’s recommendations, to be positioned in accordance with advice from Prof Jacques and/or Prof Brown on site. Regrettably, Highways England have subsequently decided not to proceed with any further installations, but that they will continue to collect data from the two water meters already in situ. Please refer to the written submission on this issue filed by Mark Bush on 3.5.19, attaching the technical submissions of Prof Brown.





 





ii. Please provide an update on the discussion about how this data is to be used and the implications for the tiered assessment. 





 





We have been told is that HE will monitor but not assess the data it is collecting, which is of course wholly inadequate. Some of the raw data has been made available to Prof Jacques, but it is not contextualised and it cannot be interpreted. Please refer to the written submission of Prof Brown attached to the afore-mentioned submission on Blick Mead for his comments on the tiered assessment report and “Blick Mead hydrological sensitivity”. In essence, he regards the tiered assessment as a Tier1/2 level assessment, when a Tier 4 level assessment is required for a site of international significance such as Blick Mead. The data from the two water meters that are being monitored will not raise the tiered assessment to level 4. 





 





Question FG1.27





Blick Mead – hydrology 





i.                     Please provide an update on the provision of water meters at Blick Mead and the related data. 





 





Please refer to the replies to questions FG1.26 and FG1.27 above.





 





ii.                   What timescales are necessary to secure an appropriate baseline and, if this has not been completed, what are the implications and how could any mitigation be secured through the DCO? 





 





The timescale needs to be over the course of a full year as a minimum, but the longer the recording period the more representative it will be. The implication of the failure to put into action Prof Brown’s recommendations so far is that even if the Tier 4 assessment recommended were put in place now, it would not yield complete data for assessment until after the Examination is concluded and the Secretary of State has made his or her decision. It is difficult to see how the problem can be mitigated through the DCO. Once construction starts, if assessment of ongoing monitoring at Tier 4 level suggests there will be a de-watering of the site leading to destruction of organic archaeology, short of cancelling the development it will be too late to mitigate the impact. This is what occurred at Star Carr; the water table was monitored to the point that the archaeology was destroyed, which is what we seek to avoid in the case of Blick Mead. Quite simply, in our view the Applicant has applied for the DCO prematurely, and without having conducted a “thorough, robust or transparent” risk assessment in regard to Blick Mead.  





 





 





 





 





 





Question FG1.28





Blick Mead - Hydrology





i. What consideration has been given to hydrological monitoring (and any associated remediation, if required) at Blick Mead during the construction and operational phases of the proposed development. 





 





We were given to understand that the detailed local monitoring would take place over a minimum of 12 months and into the construction phase (if the Scheme proceeds). Given Highways England has now reneged on this agreement, it is unclear what they propose to monitor, if anything, during the construction phase. This question is better addressed to Highways England. Our position remains that the monitoring in place is in any event not at the required Tier 4 level and will therefore continue to be an inadequate precaution.





 





ii. How would this be secured through the DCO? 





 





Again, this is a question better put to Highways England. Our position is that the Tier 4 monitoring ought to have been completed before the Examination process started, so that the results could inform the Panel’s consideration. We consider it will be too late to mitigate the impact on Blick Mead after the  DCO is granted. Please refer to the concluding remarks of Prof Brown in his submission: the pint of the tiered assessment (at the appropriate level) is to prevent, or design mitigation plans in the face of, potentially damaging hydrological changes.  





 





 





 












·         As long ago as January 2017, Phil McMahon of Historic England expressed his view that it
was “unlikely” the proposed tunnel would damage Blick Mead [1-3];

·         At a meeting on 29.1.18, David Bullock, project manager for Highways England, stated
initially that the effect of the proposed fly-over on Blick Mead’s water table had already
been assessed, later accepting no actual assessment had taken place at Blick Mead itself
[8-10];

·         At the Scientific Committee meeting of 23.2.18, Andrew Clarke (Deputy Project Manager
for Highways England) stated that hydro-geological modelling of the chalk aquifer across
the Stonehenge area had been undertaken over the previous 18 months using
Environment Agency data [13-18];

 
Comment: It seems to be the case that initial expressions of confidence that Blick Mead’s water
table would be unaffected by the tunnel project must have been based upon the general regional
data available from the Environment Agency. Please refer to Prof Brown’s attached
representations on the question whether such data can be relied upon in the cause of preserving
Blick Mead’s water-logged organic remains. The question arises whether these initial assumptions
have led to a complacency in the minds of the relevant Highways England and Historic England
officers as to the risk of damage to Blick Mead.
 
 
 
Significance of the site of Blick Mead as a heritage asset

·         In January 2017, Phil McMahon indicated a clear understanding of the significance of Blick
Mead was required in accordance with National Planning Policy, and if it were assessed as
a site of national importance the developer would be steered towards preservation in situ
[1-3];

·         Following the presentation by Prof Jacques (Director of Blick Mead Project) to the
Scientific Committee on 23.2.18 as to the nature of the archaeology at Blick Mead, Prof Sir
Barry Cunliffe (Chair of the Scientific Committee) acknowledged both the value of the site
and its potential, while Phil McMahon (presumably now satisfied as to the importance of
the site) indicated that planning laws made it clear that allowing substantial harm to
archaeology “of the highest significance” should be wholly exceptional [13-18]. (N.B. Phil
McMahon is here referencing the wording of paragraphs 5.126-133 of the National Policy
Statement for National Networks, 2014).

·         At the meeting of 16.4.18, Phil McMahon stated Blick Mead was in his view a nationally
important site [75-78], and he reconfirmed this in February 2019 when stating the site
was of national significance even if its character and extent are not yet understood [79].

 
Comment: There is little doubt of the consensus that Blick Mead is a site of national importance
and significance, with as yet unknown further potential to enhance our knowledge of Mesolithic
Britain, the least well understood period in our country’s history. This is agreed by both Historic
England and Highways England’s own Scientific Committee. This point should be acknowledged as
Common Ground. The relevance is that, as Phil McMahon has stated (see above) this fact requires
the developer to (a) ensure preservation of remains in situ (as opposed arranging for pre-
destruction archaeological recording), and (b) to avoid any harm to this archaeology unless the
project falls within the category of “wholly exceptional” development with clear and convincing
justification for the destruction. The meaning of “wholly exceptional” will no doubt be debated,
but we submit that, in its simplest essence, this is simply a scheme to transform a stretch of
single carriageway road into a dual-carriageway road, in an effort to improve traffic-flow and
journey times. As such this is a commonplace scheme; the only thing wholly exceptional about it
is that it is being proposed within the most prestigious World Heritage Site in this country,
arguably in Europe. The assumed benefits of the scheme could in any event be realised by
diverting the A303 to the south, wholly avoiding the World Heritage Site, at a fraction of the cost,
but requiring a new public consultation.

 
 
 
The water table assessment that is required at Blick Mead

·         Phil McMahon stated on 29.1.18 that the impact of the scheme on the water table at Blick
mead “needs to be properly assessed before a scheme application can be submitted” [11-
12];

·         The Scientific Committee meeting minutes from 23.2.18 [13-18] is a critical document in
any consideration of this issue; Prof Tony Brown (Professor of Physical geography and
Paleo-Environmental Science) presented to the committee the reasons why it was
essential to have detailed local groundwater monitoring at the site over a minimum 12
months to measure seasonal fluctuations, if the lessons of the destruction of Star Carr



archaeology were to be heeded – please refer to the said Minutes and to Prof Brown’s
representations attached to this submission;

·         When asked by the Chair at this same meeting whether the type of modelling advised by
Prof Brown would be insisted upon by Historic England, the minutes record Phil McMahon
replying that “this must be the case”;

·         Phil McMahon also stated that Historic England had updated its guidance on the
preservation of remains in watery environments, and that a detailed assessment using the
tiered approach set out in its guidelines would need to be prepared;

·         Prof Sir Barry Cunliffe concluded the meeting by stating that the Committee were
concerned that the potential impact of the scheme on the archaeology at Blick Mead would
be mitigated “in the most effective way possible and to the highest of standards”; (N.B.
Prof Brown had indicated that the monitoring he advised was neither an onerous nor an
expensive task);

·         Following the above meeting, Phil McMahon advised Prof Jacques that Historic England
would “ensure that the groundwater assessment is thorough, robust and transparent”   
[19];

·         Another key meeting was arranged on 16.4.18 at AECOM’s offices, attended by Andrew
Clarke, Phil McMahon, Prof Jacques and Prof Brown, to discuss putting into place the
necessary monitoring at Blick Mead; Prof Brown explained why the models for water-table
fluctuations relied upon by Highways England were too general, pointing again to the
lessons of Star Carr (again, please refer to Prof Brown’s detailed representations
attached); regrettably, no contemporary minutes were prepared or agreed after this
meeting, and the ExA Panel will need to decide at the proposed issue specific meeting on
this topic what was in fact agreed from other sources of evidence; an attempt to agree the
minutes was made belatedly in February 2019, with only partial success [74-78];

·         It is however the strong view of Prof Jacques and Prof Brown that at this meeting
Highways England agreed to conduct a year-long programme of detailed local water-table
monitoring at Blick Mead itself, that they would be consulted on the installation of further
water meters, that the data collected from such monitoring would be shared with them,
and that without it there was a strong implication that Historic England would not approve
Highways England’s Heritage Impact Assessment, a key component of the proposed DCO
application; this account would at least accord with the advice from the Scientific
Committee on 23.2.18, attended by both Phil McMahon and Andrew Clarke;

·         In the interests of balance, the position of Highways England is that at this meeting they
only agreed to conduct “some” further monitoring based on the results of a tiered
assessment that AECOM were being tasked to prepare; (NB – the Blick Mead Tiered
Assessment Report of October 2018 was appended to the Environmental  Statement of the
DCO application];

·         The first sign of possible discord over what was agreed emerged in the email of Jack
Parris (Land Consultant partner to Highways England) dated 1.5.18 [23-24] to Prof
Jacques, when he suggested the further monitoring would be for a period of time sufficient
to observe how water levels respond to seasonal fluctuations, but not necessarily over a
full year;

·         This prompted an immediate request from Prof Jacques for clarification from Phil McMahon
[23], who by means of replies dated 4.5.18 [27] and 25.5.18 [32] confirmed his
understanding the monitoring should be over 12 months, and who also asked Chris Moore
of AECOM (technical partners to Highways England) to confirm their plans; Chris Moore
replied to Prof Jacques on 29.5.18 confirming in unequivocal terms that the intention was
to start asap and was to extend over 12 months and even beyond into the construction
phase [33];

·         Around this time, a further Scientific Committee meeting on 10.5.18 [29-31] sought an
update on progress with the monitoring following the meeting of 16.4.18, and were
advised that good progress had been made in agreeing a way forward, including the tiered
assessment in line with Historic England’s guidance; Prof Nicky Milner (member of the
Committee and also Project Director at Star Carr submitted a note about the significance
of Blick Mead and drawing comparisons with Star Carr; the Committee agreed that future
monitoring should provide evidence to compare with assessments undertaken to date,
noting that longer-term monitoring would allow proactive mitigation to be undertaken if
de-watering occurred;

·         The Scientific Committee were further updated at their meeting on 3.8.18, when they
were told that the monitoring they had requested was being progressed through the tiered
assessment approach, that monitoring would commence once access was agreed with the
landowner, and it would be over “a period of at least 12 months” [39-41]; NB – this
meeting was attended by Andrew Clarke of Highways England;

·         By October 2018, Highways England were getting ready to lodge their application for a



DCO; when challenged why they were doing this when the full environmental impact was
yet unknown, they replied that “a full environmental impact assessment” had been
undertaken, and that it showed “there will be no adverse impact on Blick Mead”[42];they
also stated that the continued monitoring would still go ahead in view of the public and
professional interest in the site, to include Highways England’s interest;

·         Prof Jacques unsurprisingly questioned how it could have been concluded there would be
no adverse impact on Blick Mead when the monitoring work there had not even started
[44];  Prof Brown commented that the tiered assessment report was very preliminary and
could only amount to a Tier1/Tier 2 report, when a Tier 4 report was required [50-51];

·         On 30.10.18, Prof Jacques expressed his dismay at finding during his excavation period
that month that the water-table monitoring at Blick Mead had yet to commence [46]; this
appears to have triggered a flurry of hasty activity on site by AECOM during November,
when water meters were installed without supervision from Prof Jacques right over an
area of extreme archaeological sensitivity, see emails from Prof Jacques dated 27.11.18,
for example [52-57];

·         The Scientific Committee next met on 18.12.18 [61-63], when Andrew Clarke expressed
regret at a breakdown in communications, but explained he had agreed to meet Prof
Jacques on site on 21.12.18 to agree a way forward (in relation to the further monitoring
of the local water table);

·         Once again, what was agreed at that meeting as the way forward is now the subject of
dispute between Prof Jacques and Andrew Clarke; see attached short witness statement of
lawyer Siv Elisabeth Hveberg who accompanied Prof Jacques to that meeting; Prof
Jacques’ understanding of what had been agreed was set out in his email of 8.1.19 [65-
66]; Andrew Clarke’s reply of the same date [65] agreed 4 of 5 points (save the point
about agreement to reimburse Prof Jacques extra expenses arising from the mistakes of
November 2018); one of the points agreed was that either Prof Jacques or Prof Brown
should be on site when further meters were installed; it was also agreed Profs Jacques
and Brown would submit a more detailed proposal for future co-operation;

·         The proposed agreement was sent to Andrew Clarke on 25.1.19 [68-69]; this anticipated
that a further 10-13 meters would be installed (under supervision) at the Blick Mead site;

·         Andrew Clarke responded on 26.2.19 [83], denying any agreement to monitor the water
table at Blick Mead over 12 months; he maintained the only agreement was to conduct
the tiered assessment and to carry out monitoring in accordance with that; he would
respond in due course to the request for further water meter installations.
 

 
Comment: Put simply, Highways England have been pursuing a different agenda to that of
Historic England and their own Scientific Committee, both of whom have explicitly stated from
early 2018 that there needed to be a full and detailed assessment of the impact of the scheme on
the local water table at Blick Mead over a minimum of 12 months. Phil McMahon of Historic
England went as far as to say that without such an assessment the scheme application could not
be submitted. The DCO application was submitted, as we know, in October 2018, in reliance on a
Tiered Assessment report in relation to Blick Mead. However, it is the expert view of Prof Brown
that the Tiered Assessment report is preliminary and insufficient to properly assess the potential
impact at Blick Mead, for which he has made previous recommendations – see his representations
attached above. It is moreover clear that the Scientific Committee were fully aware of the tiered
assessment report that would be prepared, but distinguished this from the longer-term
monitoring that was required at Blick Mead so as to avoid another Star Carr debacle. The attitude
of Highways England to these requirements and expert advice is best summed up by their letter
of 2.10.18 to the Amesbury Abbey solicitor, when they assert that the Tiered Assessment report
has been completed and has shown there will be no adverse impact on Blick Mead, and that the
further monitoring was really only being conducted as a courtesy to Historic England and others.
At this point it is worth reminding ourselves that the terms of reference of the Scientific
Committee include the requirement for Highways England to “give careful consideration to any
advice given by the Scientific Committee and have due regard to that advice, general
recommendations and the particular observations of the Committee on specific aspects of the
Scheme in relation to its archaeological mitigation.”
 
 
 
The water table assessment to-date

·         The tiered assessment report was published in October 2018 and appended to the
Environmental Statement in support of the DCO application; Prof Brown has
already characterised this as a Tier 2 report at best when a Tier 4 report is
required, along with the further monitoring over 12 months [51]; please also refer
to his attached detailed submission on this issue;



·         An email dated 2.11.18 from Jane Sladen of AECOM to Prof Jacques confirmed the
locations of further water meters to be installed at the Abbey and at Blick Mead
during November [45];

·         Following the unsupervised installations in November 2018, it is apparent that
there were now 5 water meters installed in Amesbury Abbey grounds, only 2 of
which were in the Blick Mead vicinity - see email of Prof Jacques to Andrew Clarke
and Jane Sladen of 25.1.19 [68]. By this email Prof Jacques provided a detailed
request (designed by Prof Brown) for the installation of a further 10-13 water
meters in and around Blick Mead itself, to give effect to the required local water
table monitoring;

·         Jane Sladen replied on 30.1.19 [72] raising some practical queries, and assuming
the final precise locations for the further meters would be agreed on site;

·         In his reply of 26.2.19, Andrew Clarke said he would review the proposal for
further installations, and would reply in due course [83];

·         When Prof Jacques emailed Jane Sladen on 5.4.19 [85] to ask her when she would
be installing the further meters, the reply when it came was from Andrew Clarke
on 9.4.19 [84-85]; he stated the request for further meters had been considered
but rejected as in their view they would add no further value, and that the existing
meters were sufficient for any on-going monitoring needs; after protests from Prof
Jacques that he had gone back on the previous agreements, Andrew Clarke further
clarified on 24.4.19 [88] that not only would further meters fail to add value, but
that he could not justify the use of further public funds to carry out the work.

 
 
Comment: It should be abundantly clear from this submission that, at the urging of both Historic
England and of its own Scientific Committee, Highways England did agree to conduct a detailed
assessment of the local water-table fluctuations at Blick Mead, over a minimum period of 12
months; that it led the Blick Mead team, the Scientific Committee, and Historic England to believe
that was what it intended; and that, now the Examination procedure is underway, it has reneged
on all such agreements. The question must be asked whether Highways England ever intended to
honour these agreements. Given that 12 months of monitoring could by now have been
concluded had it been set in motion in April 2018 as requested by the Blick Mead team, one has
also to question the motivation for the failure to undertake this assessment to Tier 4 level, as
requested by Prof Brown. The excuse offered that the use of public funds could not be justified is
somewhat feeble in the overall context of the proposed scheme, especially when the cost and
effort involved would have been relatively minimal according to Prof Brown. It is worth posing the
question – what if the detailed local water-table monitoring over 12 months showed there was a
real risk the scheme would cause de-watering of the site, risking preservation of its organic
archaeology?
 
Had such a conclusion been reached before the lodging of the DCO application, or even during the
public consultation process, arguably a re-think of the Scheme would have been required, at the
very least a re-design. If however it is reached after the Scheme is approved and construction
has commenced, will the Scheme have too much momentum behind it to be de-railed by such an
inconvenient finding?

 
 
Conclusion
In summary, we do not believe the significance of Blick Mead as a site of national importance is in
dispute. This is accepted by Historic England, who advise the UK Government on such matters.
Prior to its discovery in 2005, very little was known about Mesolithic activity in this vicinity,
beyond the fact that 3 or 4 enormous post-holes were dug into the chalk in the area of the old
Stonehenge car park, for purposes still unknown, in the early Mesolithic period; already, Blick
Mead has yielded unprecedented evidence of repeated occupation over 4000 years, which is
unique (to date) in NW Europe. The extent of the site both to the North of the A303 and to the
South is as yet unknown, and, provided it avoids the fate of Star Carr, the site has the potential
to continue to reveal previously unknown details about the lifestyle of its Mesolithic
visitors/occupants, including how they reacted and adapted to such critical events as the
formation of the English Channel in c 6000 BC, and the arrival of Neolithic people from the
continent with their new technologies and ways of life c. 4000 BC. The longevity of the site, and
the interface with the arrival of Neolithic farmers, whose descendants would go on to erect
Stonehenge itself, may even explain the reason why this area came to be venerated as a sacred
zone, many generations later. The OUV of the World Heritage Site, when the property was
inscribed on the WH List, related specifically to the proliferation of Neolithic and Bronze Age
monuments found here. However, this does not detract from the significance of Blick Mead. Had
this site and its significance been known when the WHS was first listed, there is a strong case for



arguing that the OUV would equally have attached to this heritage asset. In any event, the need,
we submit, for Blick Mead to be protected against any risk of harm from the proposed scheme,
should be paramount. In this we believe we have the support of both Historic England and of
Highways England’s own Scientific Committee.
 
The disagreements between Highways England and the Blick Mead Project over what was agreed
with regard to water-table monitoring at Blick Mead is regrettable. Glib statements of belief that
Blick Mead will not be harmed by the scheme, based on general regional studies and even on the
Tiered Assessment, are not nearly sufficient. This even appears to be the view of Historic
England. The fate of Star Carr is a salutary warning that cannot be ignored or glossed over. The
very latest development in this saga, whereby Highways England have now concluded that no
localised monitoring is required, is an astonishing ‘volte face’, and one which requires detailed
examination by the Panel. Had the proposed local monitoring commenced as intended shortly
after the London meeting of 16.4.18, over a minimum 12 month period, the irony is that it would
by now have been completed and the results available to the Panel. Given that the cost of such
monitoring would have been negligible in relation to the scheme costs overall, it is difficult to
understand the reluctance of Highways England to engage in the “thorough, robust and
transparent” groundwater assessment required by Historic England following the meeting in April
2018.
 
The position of the Blick Mead Project is that the results of such monitoring ought to have been
ascertained before Highways England applied for the DCO, and as a result that the current
application is premature and inadequately risk assessed in relation to a key heritage asset. In
view of what happened to Star Carr, it would be an unforgiveable folly to proceed with this
project without the information ascertainable from the water-table monitoring recommended by
Prof Tony Brown, which, in the words of Professor Sir Barry Cunliffe, Chair of Highway’s England’s
Scientific Committee, “will allow proactive mitigation to be undertaken if de-watering occurs as
the result of other impacts on the ground water”.  
 
Professor Brown has explained in detail to Highways England, to the Scientific Committee, and
now, in his attached representation, to the Examining Panel, why the tiered assessment and
general models are inadequate if the aim is to provide a thorough and detailed assessment of the
risk to Blick Mead.
 
The Applicant could have delayed lodging its application until the heritage impact at Blick Mead
had been fully assessed. It did not, and having set this process in motion, the statutory
timeframe will expire before a full assessment can be completed. We submit that this is a sound
reason for not recommending approval of this scheme.
 
 
Mark Bush
On behalf of the Consortium of Archaeologists and the Blick Mead Project
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CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS CONCERNING PROPOSED MONITORING OF LOCAL WATER 
TABLE AT BLICK MEAD 
 
 
 
 
 
20.1.17  Phil McMahon (Inspector of Ancient Monuments at Stonehenge for Historic England) 

replies to Prof David Jacques’ (Director of Blick Mead Project) concern about the impact 
of the proposed scheme on Blick Mead (BM).  

• PM expresses his view that the proposed tunnel was “unlikely” to have any 
impact on BM; 

• The need to demonstrate the proposals would not impact on groundwater levels 
or hydrology was a requirement of the Environmental Assessment; 

• This included the need to protect archaeological sites where preservation of 
water-logged organic & environmental data was central to the significance of 
that archaeology; 

• A clear understanding of the significance of the BM site was required in 
accordance with the National Planning Policy – if assessed as a site of national 
importance, the developer would be steered towards preservation in situ. 

 
 
16.11.17 Meeting of the A303 Scientific Committee (the SC): 

• Discussed the location (of) and potential changes to BM 
• Chair, Prof Sir Barry Cunliffe, proposed that Prof David Jacques (DJ) be invited 

to give a presentation to the committee to explain the importance of the 
excavations at BM. 

 
 
29.1.18 Meeting at Amesbury Abbey Nursing Home between landowner (David Cornelius-Reid), 

DJ and 4-strong team from Highways England (HE) led by David Bullock (DB), scheme 
project manager, to discuss scheme impact on both Amesbury Abbey (AA) and on BM. 
[See DJ’s note of this meeting in his email of 20.2.18 to a legal advisor]: 

• A flyover is to be built adjacent to BM on footprint of current A303 to filter traffic 
into the tunnel – this would be within a few meters of the earliest dwelling 
structure, the 10m long stone-laid platform, and the preserved auroch hoof-
prints below the platform; 

• DB stated the effect of the flyover on the BM water-table had been assessed, 
but later conceded that no actual investigations had yet taken place; 

• HE map of the site distributed at this meeting was inaccurate, locating key BM 
trenches well away from the proposed flyover. 

 
29.1.18 PM email to DJ: 

• He is aware that HE have experienced frustrating delays getting access to 
parcels of land to commence water-table monitoring; 

• He is keen to receive information about further discoveries at the site to 
understand its significance; 

• “The addition of a new nationally-significant archaeological site which may rely 
on an anaerobic environment to maintain its significance only adds to the need 
for HE to demonstrate the sustainability of their proposals”; 

• These and other impacts (such as on AA) “need to be properly assessed before 
a scheme application can be submitted”. 

 
23.2.18  Meeting of the A303 Scientific Committee (the SC): 

• DJ and Prof Tony Brown (TB), Blick Mead Project lead for environmental 
science, gave a presentation at the invitation of the SC on the nature of the 
archaeology being found at BM, and concern about the possible effects of a 
lowering of the local water table. 

• The Chair acknowledged the value of the site and its potential; 



• PM confirmed that the Planning Act and NPPF made it clear that allowing 
substantial harm to archaeology of the highest significance should be “wholly 
exceptional”; 

• PM stated that Historic England had recently updated its guidance on the 
preservation of remains in watery environments, and that a detailed assessment 
using the tiered approach set out in the guidelines needs to be prepared; 

• Andrew Clarke (AC) of HE advised that hydro-geological modelling of the chalk 
aquifer across the Stonehenge area had been undertaken using Environment 
Agency data over the last 18 months, and that the application for a DCO was 
on course to be submitted by late Summer 2018; 

• DJ noted no detailed assessment had yet taken place at BM, and asked if such 
local monitoring would take place over the full seasonal cycle; 

• TB warned that the lessons from Star Carr showed that it was essential to have 
a shallow groundwater model at a sub-10m scale to effectively model potential 
impacts on waterlogged environments, as the loss of 10-20cm of groundwater 
would have a major impact on shallow deposits; he advised that inserting a 
series of dip-wells to gather data was not an onerous or expensive task; 

• When asked by the Chair (BC) whether the type of modelling advised by TB 
and set out in the Historic England guidelines would be insisted upon by Historic 
England, PM replied that “this must be the case”; 

• Dr Colin Shell noted the assessment would need to be over 12 months to cover 
seasonal variations; 

• The Chair (BC) concluded that preservation would be preferred to mitigation, 
and that TB’s offer to collaborate in the monitoring was particularly valuable; he 
hoped this would be acted upon as a matter of urgency, and stated the SC were 
concerned that the potential impact of the scheme on the archaeology would 
be mitigated “in the most effective way possible and to the highest of 
standards”. 

 
28.2.18 PM email to DJ: 

• commenting that the SC meeting was very useful, and that  “we’ll ensure that 
the groundwater assessment is thorough, robust and transparent”; 

• He will ask the HE consultants to engage constructively with DJ and TB “so that 
the fullest picture of BM’s groundwater sensitivity can be acquired”.  

 
16.4.18 Meeting at offices of AECOM (hydrological contractors to HE), attended by AC, PM 

(Chair), DJ, TB and AECOM team, to discuss water-table monitoring at BM: 
• Unfortunately no contemporary minutes were prepared (see entry below dated 

22.1.19); later attempts to agree the minutes in February 2019 were aborted; 
• A draft set of (partially agreed) minutes does exist, from which the following 

points can be extracted: 
• TB advised that HE models for water sources and water-table fluctuations are 

too general, and that localised monitoring at BM was required; he drew a direct 
comparison with the failure to assess local water table conditions at Star Carr 
that led to severe damage to that site, when an infrastructure project was 
allowed to proceed in the vicinity; 

• HE took the view that there would be negligible impact on BM, but DJ and TB 
disagreed on the basis there had as yet been no detailed shallow groundwater 
modelling at BM itself, and stated that monitoring should commence asap given 
there was considerable variation in the water table level across the year; 

• There is now a dispute over the extent of monitoring that was agreed; TB and 
DJ believe a year-long programme was agreed, while HE state they only 
agreed to “some monitoring” to be based on the results of the tiered 
assessment, yet to be undertaken; 

• PM indicated he regarded BM as a “nationally important site”; 
• AECOM were tasked to prepare a tiered assessment following Historic 

England’s published guidance; 
• AECOM were also instructed to explore opportunities to install piezometers in 

and around the BM site, and then to conduct on-going monitoring; 



• PM suggested DJ and TB should be consulted on this further work (i.e. the 
installation of further water level monitors); 

• [To the extent that there is continuing dispute about what was agreed at this 
critical meeting, if the panel agree to hold an Issue Specific Meeting on this 
topic, attendees at the meeting can be asked to confirm their recollections and 
understanding of what was discussed and agreed, either by written statement 
or by attending in person to answer questions].  

 
 
18.4.18  DJ email to TB: 

• This email does at least contain a contemporary reflection of what was 
discussed at the 16.4.18 meeting; 

• In it, DJ indicates he is pleased that PM hinted heavily at the end of the meeting 
that he would not provide Historic England’s approval without the work TB had 
suggested being done at BM, and at the expense of HE. 

 
26.4.18  DJ email to Jack Parris (JP), of WSP, Land Consultants to HE: 

• JP had been seeking access to AA to view the spring in high groundwater 
conditions and to measure surface water levels, on instruction from HE; 

• DJ tells JP that the recent meeting with HE and Historic England (16.4.18) 
ended positively with the recommendation that HE install further bore-holes and 
conduct shallow water-measuring at BM, to be measured over the course of 
one year; he asks JP if this it is this work for which he is seeking access; 

• [NB - This is a further contemporary record of what DJ believed had been 
agreed at the 16.4.18 meeting.] 

 
1.5.18  JP email reply to DJ: 

• Having taken instructions from HE, JP confirmed that he wished to measure 
water levels in the pond, river and spring, and at a future date he would wish to 
install staff gauges, water level monitoring probes and stilling wells at these 
locations; 

• He stated they would monitor “for a period of time” to observe seasonal change, 
but not necessarily over the course of one year; the period would be sufficient 
to observe how levels respond; 

• Bore-holes had yet to be agreed, and may not be added until the Autumn. 
 
2.5.18  DJ email to PM: 

• DJ expresses immediate concern that the replies from JP do not reflect his 
understanding of the agreement he thought had been reached on 16.4.18, to 
the effect that the local water table at BM needed to be carefully monitored 
across all seasons and with appropriate equipment; 

• DJ stresses that from JP’s replies it is unclear whether any local monitoring 
would be undertaken at BM itself; 

• [It is clear from this email that DJ was keen that the local monitoring works 
should start asap]. 

 
4.5.18  PM email to DJ: 

• PM confirms he advised HE to “do the assessment and include BM”; 
• He indicated Historic England had formalised this advice in its public 

consultation response (dated 20.4.18 – see pages 6-8 therein); 
• He will forward DJ’s email to Chris Moore (CM) of AECOM and ask him “to 

press on this matter”. 
 
10.5.18  Meeting of the A303 Scientific Committee: 

• The SC had received a note from Prof Nicky Milner (Project Director at Star 
Carr and member of the SC), noting the significance of the BM site and drawing 
comparisons between it and Star Carr; 

• The SC were updated about the progress made in the meeting between HE, 
DJ, TB and Historic England (16.4.18), agreeing a way forward to include the 



tiered assessment in line with Historic Eng’s guidance. [NB – attendees at this 
SC meeting included AC, CM and PM, but not DJ or TB who are not members 
of the SC]. 

• The SC agreed that “future monitoring of groundwater should provide evidence 
to compare with assessments undertaken to date. The benefit of longer term 
monitoring is that it will allow proactive mitigation to be undertaken if de-
watering occurs as the result of other impacts on the ground water.” 

 
24.5.18  DJ email to PM: 

• DJ seeks to clarify PM’s previous reply, asking if he means they (HE) will extend 
monitoring beyond the 12 months and into the construction phase. 

 
25.5.18  PM email reply to DJ: 

• PM concurs with DJ’s understanding but suggests he seeks confirmation direct 
from HE. 

 
29.5.18  CM email reply to DJ: 

• He confirms on behalf of HE that “the intention is to commence monitoring at 
the earliest opportunity, the monitoring will extend beyond 12 months and 
continue into the construction phase”; 

• The landowner would need to agree to the placing of monitoring equipment and    
to periodical visits to take readings; 

• [NB – this email was copied to both PM and AC, as well as to other AECOM 
staff]. 

 
10.7.18 Letters from Duncan Wilson (Chief Executive of Historic England) to both Tom Watson 

MP and Alex Burghart MP: 
• [These letters followed the House of Commons debate on the tunnel scheme, 

and the risk of harm to heritage assets inside the World Heritage Site 
boundaries]; 

• He seeks to allay any fears that the BM site conditions are comparable to Star 
Carr, or that there is a risk it may suffer the same fate; 

• He states “It has not been demonstrated that the site is dependent upon 
waterlogged ground to preserve its significance.” 

• They (Historic England) have nevertheless advised HE to install monitoring 
equipment, which has been agreed, although HE’s own assessment is that the 
scheme “will have no impact upon BM or its water environment”, given that the 
scheme “will only involve minor works in the vicinity of the site.” 

• [The thrust of these letters makes clear that, despite being concerned that local 
water-monitoring at BM should be thorough and detailed, given the site’s 
significance, Historic England are supportive of the scheme overall, as they 
perceive a net benefit to the WHS from the removal of the section of the A303  
from its central area]. 

 
3.8.18  Meeting of the A303 Scientific Committee: 

• The SC was updated that the monitoring of the water table at BM it had 
requested was being progressed through the tiered assessment approach 
outlined in Historic England’s guidance. “Monitoring will commence once land 
access has been agreed with the landowner. This will be for a period of at least 
12 months”; 

• [NB – this meeting was attended by AC, CM and PM] 
 
2.10.18  HE email to Tracey Merrett (solicitor to owners of AA): 

• HE confirm that “A full environmental impact assessment has been undertaken 
for the scheme which will be reported in an Environmental Statement that will 
accompany the DCO application we intend to make shortly.  The assessment 
shows there will be no adverse impact on BM”; 

• HE then draw a distinction between the impact assessment and the continued 
planned monitoring, which will be conducted to satisfy “Historic England’s 
interest and their wish to see further monitoring continue to secure a greater 



level of understanding in the site.” 
 
2.10.18  DJ email to PM: 

• DJ advises PM he has seen the HE reply of that date to Tracey Merrett; 
• He refers to his understanding of the agreement reached on 16.4.18, to the 

effect that monitoring was needed at BM across a 12 month period, and that 
TB would be asked to advise on the process; 

• Since the detailed assessment over 12 months had not been completed (limited 
monitoring having started in May 2018), DJ challenges the assertion that the 
environmental impact on BM had been fully assessed and that there would be 
no adverse impact on BM. 

 
26.11.18 TB email to DJ: 

• [The date of this email is unclear, but it appears to be in response to a request 
from DJ to TB to comment on the HE tiered assessment report that was 
appended to the Environmental Statement, the same report referred to by HE 
in their email of 2.10.18 to Tracey Merrett]; 

• TB’s main comment is that this is very preliminary, a Tier1/Tier2 report at best 
when a Tier 4 report is required, together with continuing monitoring at BM itself 
(which had not yet even commenced); 

• [It is intended that TB will prepare a detailed submission to explain the 
inadequacy of the tiered assessment report, to be filed with this written 
representation by 2 May 2019]. 

 
30.10.18 DJ email to JP: 

• He had been on site recently with TB and was dismayed to find that despite 
assurances no water table measurements had yet been taken at BM in the area 
of the archaeology; 

• He states that both PM and CM had agreed such local monitoring was required 
at BM over 12 months to assess seasonal fluctuation;  

 
2.11.18  Jane Sladen (JS) of AECOM email to DJ: 

• She advises their hydrologists would be on site that week to monitor 
groundwater levels at AA, approximately 50m from the BM spring; 

• She attaches a map showing the location of stakes at BM and AA where 
piezometers will be installed at different levels during November; 10 such 
locations are described by means of grid references. 

 
7.11.18  JP email to DCR of AA: 

• He seeks access to AA to install some augur dug shallow boreholes, 
suggesting DJ was aware of the work, which was aimed at getting a better 
understanding of the hydrological setting near the Spring. 

 
8.11.18  DCR email to JP: 

• He  agrees but stipulates that it is vital that DJ is consulted about the installation 
of any new monitoring equipment in the BM site. 

 
26.11.18 TB email to DJ: 

• [This email it appears to be in response to a request from DJ to TB to comment 
on the HE tiered assessment report that was appended to the Environmental 
Statement, the same report referred to by HE in their email of 2.10.18 to Tracey 
Merrett]; 

• TB’s main comment is that this is very preliminary, a Tier1/Tier2 report at best 
when a Tier 4 report is required, together with continuing monitoring at BM itself 
(which had not yet even commenced); 

• [Please refer to TB’s  detailed submission explaining the inadequacy of the 
tiered assessment report, being filed with this written representation by 2 May 
2019]. 

 
 



 
27.11.18 DJ email to JP and JS (at 10.39am): 

• He says he has just learned that the AECOM team are installing water 
measuring equipment in the BM area in locations he (DJ) had supposedly 
agreed – which was not true; 

• He expresses alarm that monitoring equipment had been installed on the 
terrace facing the BM spring where the late Mesolithic occupation area was, 
and that there could be damage caused to the archaeology if holes were dug 
through it; 

• He asks AECOM to stand down its team and arrange a site meeting with himself 
and TB to agree on locations for the monitoring equipment. 

 
27.11.18 DJ further email to JS (at 12.01pm): 

• He re-iterates that work should stop until either he or TB could attend to 
supervise (to ensure protection of sensitive areas of archaeology); 

• He has now received a photo from the site (taken by an associate) showing a 
large borehole dug through the area very close to the stone platform area 
beneath which the auroch footprints were found last year. 

 
27.11.18 DJ further email to JS (at 14.44pm): 

• Having received details of the size and nature of the borehole installed in the 
area of the stone platform,  DJ advises JS that its dimensions are larger than 
those recommended by TB at the London meeting of 16.4.18; he complains he 
had no prior notice the installations would be this size 

• He complains further that the installation has been cemented in, without prior 
consultation, in an exceptionally important area of the site, where TB and his 
team from University of Southampton had been taking environmental samples 
(the concern being contamination and/or destruction of such evidence by the 
introduction of a foreign material).  

• A meeting on site had been hastily planned for 6.12.18; DJ seeks confirmation 
he will be reimbursed for his travel and accommodation expenses, and for the 
unpaid leave he would have to take. 

 
27.11.18 DJ email to JS (at 23.47): 

• He asks what happened to the spoil from the borehole above the stone 
platform, and whether anyone had examined it, given this area is known to be 
full of prehistoric archaeology; he will ask the landowner to preserve whatever 
is left; 

• [It does not appear that there was a reply to this request] 
 
6.12.18  Site meeting at BM between DJ and JS: 

• [Please see attached short statement by DJ setting out his account of what 
happened at this meeting]. 

 
14.12.18 DJ email to JS: 

• He sends JS a copy of a geophysics survey showing the extent of the stone 
platform, previously shared with PM, CM and the SC.  

• He refers JS to PM’s email of 28.2.18, following DJ’s presentation to the SC, 
(when PM indicated he would ask HE’s agents to engage constructively with 
DJ and TB to acquire the fullest possible picture of the BM groundwater), 
expressing regret that process was not followed, albeit he does not seek to lay 
blame with the AECOM team on the ground. 

 
18.12.18 Meeting of the A303 Scientific Committee: 

• The Chair (BC) was aware of the press attention on the possible damage to the 
stone platform at BM and had asked DJ what had happened; 

• DJ has sent him several email chains in confidence, leading BC to ask HE to 
explain why DJ had not been invited to supervise installations at the BM site 
(as had apparently been agreed); 



• AC regretted an unfortunate sequence of events and mis-communication with 
DJ, but said he was to meet DJ on site on 21.12.18 to agree a way forward; 

• CM presented slides showing the reported locations of the BM trenches and 
also the locations of the boreholes, suggesting no meters had been installed in 
or above the BM trenches (contrary to the reports);  

• CM also stated that the extracted spoil form the tube installation had not 
revealed any Mesolithic archaeology; 

• A note from TB to BC explaining the importance of the hydrology issues at BM 
was to be appended to the minutes.  

 
21.12.18 Site meeting at BM – attendees AC and JS, DJ and Elisabeth Hveberg (lawyer): 

• [There is no contemporary record of what was discussed, but the aim was to 
agree a way forward with regard to water table monitoring at BM, avoiding the 
communication problems that led to the installation of a water meter without 
approval of location from DJ or TB, which had gone in above the area of the 
auroch hoof-prints].  

• [Subsequent emails (see below) seek to record what was agreed, but once 
again there is incomplete agreement about that]. 

• [Please also refer to the attached short statement of Elisabeth Hveberg as to 
what was discussed at this meeting] 

 
21.12.18 Internal email from AC to (presumably) others in the Project Team – names redacted: 

• [This email was disclosed pursuant to a FOI request] 
• DJ will be sending him a proposal for 15 further piezometers to be installed at 

specific locations; when received HE will consider it and respond; 
• AC apologised for the failure of communications (that had led to the alarms on 

27.11.18); 
• He describes the meeting as positive and as having reached an “agreed way 

forward”. 
 
8.1.19  DJ email to AC and JS: 

• DJ summarised what was agreed at the site meeting of 21.12.18, concerning 
future co-operation about the placement and monitoring of water meters at the 
site: 

• (1) All parties would seek to co-operate; 
• (2) Either DJ or TB to be on site when further water meters are installed; 
• (3) HE or agents would attend monthly to take readings, and share the data 

with TB and DJ; 
• (4) Minutes from meeting of 16.4.18 should be produced asap; 
• (5) Additional costs incurred by the BM Project due to the previous installation 

without consent are to be reimbursed by HE; 
• A further more detailed proposal concerning this co-operation would be 

formulated by the BM team;  
 
8.1.19  AC email reply to DJ: 

• He confirms agreement to points 1-4 above, but not point 5; 
• He agreed HE would consider any claim for costs, including past costs, on 

presentation; 
• He awaits DJ’s proposal on future co-operation. 

 
25.1.19  DJ email to AC and JS: 

• Currently there are 5 HE water meters in AA grounds, only 2 of which are at the 
BM site; 

• The proposal is that HE will install a further 10-13 water meters at the site, and 
share data with the BM team as per this agreement; 

• A 15 point proposed agreement is set out, including provision for the BM team 
to decide on the placement of further water meters, and either DJ or TB should 
be present (expenses paid) when new meters are installed; 

• The proposed agreement also provided for the further meters to be installed 



between 17.4.19 - 24.4.19;  
 
30.1.19  JS email to DJ: 

• She raises some technical and practical queries regarding the proposed 
locations and installations of further water meters, quoting from the proposed 
agreement in DJ’s email of 25.1.19, and assumes the final precise locations for 
the further meters would be agreed on site. 

 
5.2.19  DJ email to AC and JS, copied to PM and BC: 

• DJ notes that he did not send the up-to-date information about trench locations 
to JS on 14.12.18; in particular trench 24c had been extended beyond the 
original plan, and the auroch hoof-prints were found below the extension of the 
trench; the corrected co-ordinates of the trench were provided; 

• [The relevance is that the trench plans presented by CM to the SC on 18.12.18, 
showing the bore-hole was not inside trench 24c, were the original plans from 
2016; in reality the bore-hole was much closer to where the hoof-prints were 
found, and where it was hoped that further similar features would be found on 
future excavations] 

 
22.2.19  AC email circulating draft minutes from the meeting of 16.4.18: 

• Some attendees at this meeting are reluctant to agree what was said, given the 
passage of time; 

• PM responds (same date) agreeing the task is invidious but he does confirm 
for the record that in his view “the site is of national significance even if its 
character and extent are not yet understood.”  

 
25.2.19  DJ email to AC and PM: 

• He shares the view it is now impossible to agree the draft minutes, and 
considers that the failure to prepare minutes timeously after the 16.4.18 
meeting has contributed to confusion over a key issue – was it agreed the 
further monitoring should take place over a 12 month period or not? 

• He refers to the chain of emails between himself, CM and PM on this issue 
indicating that it was in fact agreed the monitoring should take place over 12 
months and beyond; 

• He refers to his email of 25.1.19 regarding proposed further installations at BM, 
under supervision, from 17.4.19, exactly a year after the meeting in London 
took place, and states that this work should continue for 12 months. 

 
26.2.19  AC email to DJ and PM: 

• He denies that there was an agreement to monitor the BM water table for 12 
months; 

• He insists HE only agreed to conduct the tiered assessment and carry out 
monitoring of the hydrology at BM in accordance with that; 

• The tiered assessment was the report required for the DCO application, and 
appended to the Environmental Statement; 

• HE would now review the proposal for further installations and would respond 
in due course. 

 
26.2.19  DJ email to AC: 

• He queries the apparent discrepancies between the denial by AC in the 
foregoing email, and the previous indications that HE would conduct both the 
tiered assessment and 12 months’ worth of monitoring at BM; 

• He asks if the tiered assessment should be at Tier 4 level, as required. 
 
27.2.19  AC email to DJ: 

• He clarifies that the tiered assessment was undertaken to Tier 2, and is 
complete, and had been filed with the DCO application; 

• He maintains that HE only agreed to carry out the appropriate tiered 
assessment, not to conduct assessment of the local water table over a 



minimum of 12 months. 
 
4.3.19  DJ email to AC and PM: 

• He seeks to confirm that AC is saying HE will monitor the water table at BM but 
not assess the data; that would invite parallels with the Star Carr mistakes, 
where English Heritage simply monitored the falling water table until the 
Mesolithic organic remains were destroyed; 

• He notes that the Tier 2 assessment relied upon general models before any 
water meters were placed at BM; 

• He stresses that assessment of the local water table dynamics at BM was 
urgently required to protect the organic archaeology of Mesolithic date. 

 
5.4.19  DJ email to JS: 

• He advises JS he is on the way to BM to attend with Southampton University 
experts to plot the remaining placements for the water meters, and asks her to 
confirm when she would be installing them, week-commencing 17.4.19 having 
been suggested. 

• [NB – it should be noted that the Preliminary Meeting of the Examination took 
place on 2.4.19, just 3 days before this email]. 

 
9.4.19  AC email to DJ , TB and JS: 

• HE have now considered the request of 25.1.19 to install further meters at BM, 
and have decided the extra meters would add no extra value; 

• HE will not therefore carry out these works, but it would continue to monitor 
existing boreholes, assuming access to site continued to be allowed; 

• The further proposed works go beyond the scope of what was discussed by 
HE, Historic England and the BM Team; 

• The monitors in place are sufficient for any on-going monitoring needs; 
• He indicates he will be in touch regarding a statement of common ground. 

 
9.4.19  DJ reply email to AC and JS: 

• He expresses extreme disappointment that HE was now withdrawing from the 
in principle agreement reached on site on 21.12.18, when HE were seeking co-
operation from the BM team going forward, and when he agreed to the 
placement of additional water meters at BM;  

• The agreement was summarised in DJ’s email of 8.1.19, most of which AC 
agreed to by email of the same date, including the part about the further water 
meters; 

• At the meeting on 21.12.18, AC invited DJ to specify what the BM team felt was 
needed – all subsequent correspondence had been underpinned by this 
common understanding that the further meters would be installed – until now, 
within days of the Preliminary Meeting, HE have resiled from the previous 
understanding.  

 
16.4.19  AC email to DJ: 

• He acknowledges DJ’s disappointment but states he had not previously agreed 
to the installation of water meters; 

• He suggests that in his email of 8.1.19, when he stated he could not agree to 
fund costs without first understanding the basis for them and agreeing them, 
this included the proposal for additional water meters, i.e. not just the additional 
costs being incurred by DJ and/or TB personally in attending to supervise these 
installations. 

 
 
18.4.19  DJ further email to AC: 

• He reminds AC of their agreement of 21.12.18 regarding further water meter 
installations at BM, and refers him to their exchange of emails on 8.1.19 which 
on their face confirm this agreement. 

 



 
24.4.19  AC email reply to DJ: 

• He reconfirms HE has decided against installing further water meters on the 
grounds that “added value could not be gained” and that he cannot justify “the 
use of public funds for carrying out the work”. 

• He seeks to clarify that when he stated in his email of 8.1.19 he did not agree 
DJ’s point 5 about covering expenses, he intended this to refer to the further 
cost of installing further water meters. 

 
 
(last updated 1.5.19) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



















































































































































































From:
To:
Subject: Prof David Jacques statement re meeting of 6.12.18
Date: 01 May 2019 22:19:19

Re my report of the 6th of December 2018 meeting:

I met with Jane Sladen and two of her colleagues at Blick Mead on 6th of December to assess the damage done
by the installation of a water meter by her team without permission in the area of the site where the excavation
team had discovered aurochs hoof prints that date earlier than the mid 7th millennium BC. We first examined
the area where the water meter was. I could see it was adjacent to the excavation area which had revealed a mid
7th century BC people laid platform surface which had perfectly preserved aurochs hoof prints under it. I first
asked JS and her team where the recording of the spoil which had been taken out in order to install the meter
was. I was shown some I phone pictures which showed top soil and then Chalk deposits which come from
below the spring. I was therefore immediately aware that there were missing sections of stratigraphy. These 
should have shown  hill wash and in situ units of archaeology from the platform area between the top soil and
the chalk and they were missing. No satisfactory answer was given for this omission in the record. I asked
whether the archaeologist who I was told was there to supervise the installation of the meter was aware that
there was nationally important archaeology in this area. No clear answer was given and I was left with the
impression that he did not know. JS and her colleagues were contrite and apologetic about what happened re the
poor communication and lack of due care being taken . It was accepted that the meter would not have been
installed if Tony Brown or myself had been there, as had been agreed in the meeting we had on April 16th with
Highways and Historic England officials. JS accepted there had been a communication breakdown. We agreed
to meet on the site later in December to discuss better ways forward to organize the installation of water meters
at Blick Mead, which all accepted was required. We later  met with Andrew Clarke (who I was not told would
be attending) on the 21st of December.

David Jacques



I, Siv Elisabeth Hveberg, , attended a meeting at 
Blick Mead in Amesbury in England on 21 December 2018 with professor David Jacques 
from the Blick Mead Project. Present representing Highways England was Mr. Andrew Clarke 
and Jane Sladen.  

The meeting took place only a short time after massive media coverage of the probable 
damage of the Mesolithic platform and the Aurochs hoof prints by Highways England as a 
result of placing water meters on the site.  

Professor David Jacques initially showed a photo of placements of existing and additional 
water meters on the site, and clearly expressed his opinion over what had taken place.  Mr. 
Andrew Clarke apologized unconditionally and requested cooperation from the Blick Mead 
Project. Such cooperation was accepted by professor David Jacques and the rest of the 
meeting was amongst other things dedicated to looking at the existing water meters, 
Highways England sharing information of how they functioned and the process of collecting 
data from them.   

It was clearly expressed from professor David Jacques that the placement of the additional 
water meters the Blick Mead Project thought were necessary to give the necessary 
hydrological results to be able to conclude on whether the site would be influenced by the 
proposed tunnel had to be placed by Highways England under supervision of himself or 
professor Tony Brown. It was my understanding that the placement of water meters had been 
agreed prior to the meeting since the water meters were discussed with seemingly the same 
understanding with between the parties; that there should be additional water meters placed 
at the instruction of the Blick Mead Project and at the cost of Highways England. There were 
no questions, concerns or objections raised by Mr. Clarke to anything said by professor David 
Jacques about water meters or anything else for that matter.  

In relation to future cooperation professor David Jacques raised concern over the cost 
incurred as a result of work related to Highways England already and the work to come as a 
result of the cooperation. Mr. Clarke nodded to express his agreement that Highways 
England should cover such costs. I then asked Mr. Clarke what the scope of a cooperation 
with Highways England would be and Mr. Clarke said “anything you want, basically.” It was 
agreed that professor David Jacques should specify his demands to such a cooperation in 
writing.  

Just for clarity I also mention that Mr. Clarke did not say that he didn´t have authority to 
commit on behalf of Highways England. Because of his position with the company it was 
understood by me that he had such authority.  

I would like to specify that my presence in the meeting was not as the legal representative of 
professor David Jacques or the Blick Mead Project, but as a part of the Blick Mead team.  

 

Hamar, 17 April 2019 

 

Siv Elisabeth Hveberg 

Advokat, member of the Norwegian Bar Association 

Solicitor, member of The Law Society of Scotland 

Mediator, certified by the Norwegian Bar Association  



 

The context and significance of the Blick Mead archaeological site, and its 
potential for further excavation and study – Prof David Jacques, Director of the 
Blick Mead Project (University of Buckingham). 
 
The material remains recovered at Blick Mead have to be set against the extraordinary 
radiocarbon dates from organic remains in trenches 19, 22, 23, 24 and 24c, the fact that 
they were only encountered for the first time less than ten years ago and the limitations 
on the excavations at the site.  
So far twenty one dates have been obtained from these trenches, with the earliest dating 
to around 8000 cal. BC and the latest around 3600 cal. BC. This is the longest sequence 
of Mesolithic to early Neolithic dates in North Western Europe. Prior to Blick Mead there 
were no 7th-5th millennia BC dates recovered from the World Heritage Site. Of particular 
interest are the mid 7th millennium BC dates from a unique laid stone surface, which runs 
along the terrace edge for at least 10m. The preserved organics and artefacts here point 
to the possibility of learning more about the impact of people coming and going to the 
continent and the site via the land bridge at Doggerland. The very late 5th millennium BC 
dates, which date the earliest dwelling and occupation surface found in the Stonehenge 
environs, are also of national importance and interest. In the latter case there is the 
tantalising prospect of finding a locale at Blick Mead which was an interface between the 
first Neolithic peoples in the landscape and the last hunter gatherers in England around 
4000 BC. Blick Mead is also crucial for linking Late Mesolithic use of the landscape with 
construction of the first monuments at the beginning of the Neolithic. The earliest 
Neolithic dates from Salisbury Plain come from animal bones at the base of the large pit 
better known as The Coneybury Anomaly (OxA-1402, 3950 – 3790 cal BC; Richards 
1990) and the primary fill of the inner ditch at Robin Hood's Ball (OxA-15254, 3640 – 
3370 cal. BC; Whittle et al. 2011, 194 – 202). The datable organic material has survived 
due to the wet environment that it sits in. Study of the faunal remains (aurochs, red deer, 
wild boar, roe deer, salmon, trout, pike, toad, pine marten and dog) indicate the material 
has not moved very far since primary deposition in a seemingly homogeneous water lain 
deposit. Likewise, the discovery of exceptionally well preserved aurochs hoof prints 
underneath the 7th millennium BC platform surface in Trench 24c underscores how 
important the water table level is at Blick Mead in order for these fragile and ancient 
remains to survive into the future. Further, we have only excavated a fraction of the 
known surveyed site, so well-preserved remains, some in situ, will be available for future 
study. In our view it is not enough to learn as much as we can now before it is destroyed. 
Improvements in science and technology going forward will yield ever more detailed and 
nuanced results as time goes on. 
Whether the faunal and lithics material was 'discarded' or deliberately 'curated' and 
deposited with care into the water, is an important research question to address in the 
future. At the much bigger, but shorter-lived site at Star Carr in North Yorkshire, it has 
been argued that the dense concentrations of occupation material from the lake edge 
represent areas of in situ human activity (Milner et al 2018).  
A relatable question is how does the high density of archaeological material at Blick 
Mead and long-lived use of the site lasting over 4000 years translate to how often the 
site was visited and for how long at a time? At Star Carr close interval dating of macro 
and micro-charcoal in pollen profiles was used to determine how often the site was 



 

visited over the 200-300 years of its occupation (Mellars and Dark 1998), while at 
Howick successive lenses of debris in the sunken post-built structure indicate regular or 
continuous occupation (http://antiquity.ac.uk/ProjGall/Waddington/waddington.html). At 
present it is not known whether such evidence exists at Blick Mead. What is increasingly 
clear from the research so far is that Blick Mead was a pivotal point in the landscape 
during the Mesolithic period and probably later and that it was a place which hunting 
groups radiated out from and journeyed to from a distance.  
Bishop (in Jacques et al 2018) reports that the microlith types at Blick Mead are 
“extremely diverse” and suggestive of axis of influence stretching to the Midlands, East 
Anglia, the Weald and the far West. The sandstone, chert and sarsen artefacts found 
also indicate materials moving considerable distances. The large amount of uniformly 
burnt pieces of flint, burnt on an intensive scale rarely seen at Mesolithic sites, and large 
herbivore bones, hint at mass gatherings and feasting on an exceptional scale.  
The percentage of aurochs from the identified remains (57% Rogers at al. and Charlton 
ibid) is the highest found nationally and from the near continent for a Mesolithic site. The 
isotopic results from two of them point to them being local animals (Rogers et al. ibid) 
and their availability could have been a factor in site location.  Their movements are 
likely to have been tracked by people and dogs. An isotopic analysis of a domestic dog’s 
tooth found in the Mesolithic layers revealed that it likely travelled from outside of the 
area and was eating the same meat as people at the site were eating, particularly 
aurochs, and also red deer, wild pig and some fish (Rogers et al 2019). The dog has 
been interpreted as a prestigious hunting dog travelling a long way with people to a 
prestige hunt (Rogers et al 2016).   
The red algae, Hildenbrandia Rivularis, present in the water in the spring-fed pool at the 
end of the spring line, turns red oxidised flint into a bright magenta pink within days of it 
being removed from the water which is a natural dye. This change is rather magical even 
to 21st century eyes. The phenomenon has not been previously recorded at an 
archaeological site in the British Isles (John in Jacques et al 2018) and it may have been 
another reason why people travelled to Blick Mead from far and wide. 
Until now, Mesolithic find-spots in the Stonehenge landscape have been described in 
isolation, but they can now start to be brought together as a result of the discoveries at 
Blick Mead to reveal potential patterns of use in the landscape. The areas north and 
south of the A303, as well as to the east of the site have yet to be assessed, but the 
evidence so far points to a deeper occupation of the area and one that evidentially 
endured throughout the Mesolithic period. Even where the evidence is not conclusive, 
e.g, from the pollen remains at Blick Mead, it still pinpoints intriguing possibilities that are 
suggestive of early woodland clearances (Brown et al forthcoming).  
Blick Mead is thus a nationally important heritage asset and one that has great potential 
to yield future discoveries which will be enhanced by new technologies and scientific 
methods (e.g, refined carbon date calibration, seDNA, ZooMs, lipid analysis, sonar). In 
the near future the Mesolithic may well emerge as a starting point for understanding the 
better known archaeology of the Stonehenge World Heritage Site.    
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Professional Assessment of the A303 Amesbury to Berwick Down TR010025 &.3 Environmental 
Statement Appendices. Appendix 11.4 Annex 3 Blick Mead Tiered Assessment. October 2018. 

 

Prof A. G. Brown BSc, PhD, FGS, FSA  

This is a commentary on the assessment of the A303 Amesbury to Berwick Down Annex 3 (October 
2018) by Highways England under the Planning Act 2008 (a copy of which is appended to this 
representation) using the Historic England Guidance (2016) as a framework for the evaluation of 
potential harm to the archaeological site known as Blick Mead. The hydrological assessment Tiers 
recommended by Historic England are given below (Box 1). The Highways England Assessment is 
clear that it achieves level (Tier) 1, 2 and maybe 3 but not Tier 4. This critique evaluates whether the 
observations made in order to fulfill Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 are both correct and adequate, and 
secondly whether this is sufficient data to fulfil the Planning requirement of an environmental 
assessment. Followed by an assessment of the additional measures required to safeguard a 
recognized archaeological site of international importance. 

There is no dispute that the wetland 
sediment levels and the archaeological 
layers encountered in Trenches 
1,3,4,5,7,10,13,14,19,22 and 23 
constitute a wetland part of the Blick 
Mead sensu Historic England (2016). 
These sediments are located on the 
northern section of Avon floodplain 
which abuts the present A303 and edge 
of the footprint of proposed A303 
works. Furthermore some of these 
trenches can also be correlated with 

the dry-elements of the site found in Trenches 9, 12 and 24 and which contain valuable archaeology 
such as the Aurochs hoof-prints. In the wetland areas archaeological and ecological artifacts were 
found between 67.85 m OD and 66m OD and even below 66m OD as debitage has been found in the 
basal sand and gravel. It follows that a watertable lowering below 67.85m OD and low levels of 
moisture in the unsaturated zone for any appreciable time will lessen the environmental potential of 
the site, which is otherwise very good as illustrated by the sometimes excellent bone preservation 
and preservation of some insects, pollen and plant macrofossils, and potentially sedaDNA. 

However, there is uncertainty and a lack of clarity in the appended document concerning the 
hydrology or the wetland part of the Blick Mead site. The Assessment states that it is a winter-
flowing channel’ (p. 6) although it is later stated that no ‘ponding’ was observed during November 
2017 and January 2018 visits (for a day only presumably). It is assumed that the observation that the 
lower part of the site is a winter-forming pond implies that it is accepted that during the winter after 
heavy rain or floods standing water forms at the site. It is clear from simple Lidar modelling 
(Appendix A) and height above the river banks (67.8m OD) of less than 1m (e.g. surface average in 
pond of 68.5m OD) that the site is a flood channel but it is also the site of a spring and was in the past 
a permanent spring-fed pool. In geomorphological terms it is also an old channel which had probably 
been abandoned by the early Holocene (early Mesolithic). So although the HE report states on p1. 
(and 2.3.1) that the site is a spring pond which was part of a palaeochannel at the apex of the 
floodplain bend,  its formation is largely fluvial rather than just due to a spring.  However, the 

Box 1 
Tier 1: Desk study and site walkover to derive ‘first conceptual 
model’ 
Tier 2: Basic qualitative assessment of water balance to identify 
groundwater levels, flow directions and identify key potential 
influences on the groundwater system 
Tier 3: Conceptual model testing using site-specific measurements, 
simple analytical equations and long-term average water balances, 
to arrive at a ‘better conceptual model’ 
Tier 4: Development of a numerical groundwater model, calibrated 
and validated against monitoring data from the site and 
surrounding area. The model is then tested using detailed data, 
such as time variant levels, and more sophisticated analytical tools. 
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occurrence of springs under the floodplain (including into channels) is characteristic of chalk valleys 
in the Salisbury Plain region. It follows that anything that reduces the discharge of this spring would 
reduce the saturation of the archaeological deposits. However, the exact location of the spring and 
its yield are not known and so no data has been presented for this element in the hydrological 
budget of the site. The report in effect assumes that this is the only source of water and so if regional 
hydrogeological modelling shows that the scheme will not reduce spring discharges from the chalk 
aquifer then the site will be unaffected. 

This is conceptually flawed for several reasons. Firstly we know that the spring is not the only source 
of water input to the site. There are four others that need evaluation: 

a) Flood-flow from the river 
b) Meteoric water (rainfall and snow) 
c) Surface water discharge (including return flow) onto the site from the adjacent slope 
d) Lateral through-flow from the surrounding floodplain and upstream 

These will be discussed individually 

a) Flood-flow from the river 

Lidar modelling (Appendix A), historical aerial photographs and observations show that the entire 
floodplain of the Avon can be flooded, including the lower part of the site, although this is 
relatively rare (Environment Agency Flood Warning Site for Amesbury to Salisbury). Because of 
its infrequency this is unlikely to be a major or even significant contributor to the site water 
balance. The modelling by the Highways Agency does not discuss the potential effect of the 
scheme on flood flows as it assumes that if baseflow (groundwater discharge) is unaltered then 
floods would also be unaffected and this is accepted as this is an appropriate scale for the 
modelling approach they have employed. 

b) Meteoric water (rainfall and snow) 

Analysis of similar wetland sites including Star Carr in Yorkshire and floodplain wetlands in 
Midland England (Bradley and Brown 1995) have shown that these sites are very sensitive to 
meteoric inputs especially after they have been partially drained (Brown et al. 2011). The reason 
is that they are characterized by relatively impervious layers of clay and especially in the Spring 
and Summer can maintain a perched water table or at least relatively high moisture levels in 
these seasons. Along with the capilliary fringe effect this perched watertable can act to preserve 
organic remains above the groundwater table for critical parts of the summer and this is 
particularly important in clay-rich sediments which occur at Blick Mead above the channel sands 
and gravels. However, although not included in the conceptual model there is no likelihood of 
the A303 scheme increasing meteoric water supply and so it is not material to the assessment. 

c) Surface water discharge (including return flow) onto the site and slope throughflow 

Given the slope into the lower part of the site formed by both the chalk and lynchet to the north 
it is likely that there is some lateral through flow into the site. Whilst being unlikely to 
significantly elevate the water table it would increase saturation in the unsaturated part of the 
sediment column adjacent to the slope. This is difficult to assess and is one of the reasons such 
sites require shallow groundwater monitoring and modelling. Rather curiously there is a 
reference to the possible augmentation of surface flow to the site from the A303 at present 
(2.5.5 p. 16) but the evidence upon which this is based is not given. IT is not clear from the 
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Appendix how the scheme would alter this as this depends upon the storm water drain layout 
and capacities. 

d) Lateral through-flow from the surrounding floodplain and upstream 

Floodplain sites receive input from upstream – in this case from floodplain to the north of the 
A303. It is not known how much the construction of the existing A303 impeded this flow but 
again this is an uncertainty in the site hydrology which could have a small but significant effect. 
There are also no comments in the Assessment concerning the longitudinal floodplain 
connectivity so it is impossible to judge any potential effects of changes to the A303 even on the 
existing footprint. It is also possible that the additional weight of the new road construction 
could further reduce a any downstream shallow groundwater transfer but this is unknown 
without a report on the present subsurface conditions from geotechnical survey and calculation 
of any further compaction. 

Comments on the Tier 1-3 Assessment 

Just considering the Assessment at the levels of Tier 1 to Tier 3 there are significant weaknesses in 
the report. On page 3 (2.2.4) the peats are highlighted but in fact there are no true peats on the 
archaeological site, although there are peaty sediments off the site as shown in the boreholes 
undertaken by Reading University and these are presumably what are referred to. So the significance 
of this is not clear. As discussed above water has been observed in the ‘pond’ and it is clearly within 
the flood zone (both zones 3a and 3b in the SFRA River Flood Risk Site Map, Environment Agency). 
The map used for the superficial geology is not adequate as it is taken from the British Geological 
Mapping at a scale of 1:10,000 (probably mapped at 1:2,500 scale) and it is inaccurate in mapping 
the backwater part of the floodplain as ‘peat’. This would need to be mapped at a scale of below 
1:1000 to be used in a quantitative model as would be required by Tier 4. The critical archaeological 
levels should be related to Figure 2.12 along with conversions from the Amesbury shallow borehole 
and the River Avon monitoring location (Environment Agency Site 43113 at 51°10'17.6"N 1°47'06.6" 
which is downstream of Blick Mead. In the conceptual model (2.6.1) the statements relating to the 
‘low permeability of superficial deposits (peat, alluvial silts, and clays, and head deposits)” is over-
generalised as there can be a large differences between the permeability of these sediments and no 
measurements of permeabilities have been made. On page 19 for more than Tier 1 level the 
statement that the archaeological sediments are ‘normally located below piezometric level in the 
Chalk” needs to be qualified with a probability based on the existing data. On page 20, 2nd paragraph 
as indicated above there is no evidence presented to support the statement that “draining of the 
Mesolithic deposits layer will not occur immediately following a drop in groundwater level owing to 
their lower permeability”. The evidence to support this statement can only be obtained by 
measurements of hydraulic permeability (or conductivity) and shallow groundwater modelling as 
recommended originally to the Highways Agency and undertaken at sites of comparable 
archaeological sensitivity and importance such as Star Carr. 

Blick Mead Hydrological Sensitivity 

From the height of the organic remains at Blick Mead (<66.13 to 67.85) it can be seen that the 
organic resource at Blick Mead lie at a very sensitive zone – above the River Avon typical winter-
levels (c. 67.5m) and below the head provided chalk as shown in the Amesbury shallow borehole 
(68m and occasionally below). So the Highways Agency are correct in pointing out the critical 
importance of the regional aquifer in maintaining saturation through the spring discharge, however, 
this is probably not enough to ensure saturation during the summer and therefore other factors as 
outlined above are important. This is why it was recommended that the Highways Agency undertake 
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the installation of a grid of shallow observation tubes followed by a shallow groundwater modelling 
using MODFLOW or some similar modelling system, into which can be included all the factors 
mentioned in this report and also boundary conditions which could alter depending upon the 
detailed plans of the works including associated changes to the road drainage configuration. They 
chose not to do this and so not to assess the site at Tier 4. This seems remarkable given that in the 
case of Star Carr, which is of similar archaeological importance to Blick Mead, a Tier 4 Assessment 
was conducted by Historic England (then English Heritage) even after the damage had been done by 
under-drainage. The whole idea of the tiered assessment approach is to prevent, or to design 
mitigation plans in the face of,  potentially damaging hydrological changes. For a site of the 
international importance such as Blick Mead this should include assessment at Tier 4. 
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Appendix  A 

 

 DTM (1m) of Blick Mead with Environment Agency’s extent of flooding from rivers superimposed.  
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